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From the Chairman

Challenging the law

by Jeremy Dhondy

click
link

OUR COURT case last year had the effect of
producing media interest. For those of you
interested in what is happening I can only tell you we
are stuck in a legal quagmire awaiting a decision on
how and whether we will be able to proceed. At some
future point people will wonder at the argument and
how it was not clear that promoting a game which
helps with social inclusion and stimulating mental
activity could ever be in any doubt.

STAY LEGAL IN THAILAND!
Policemen in the Thai town of Pattaya found a
different way of generating publicity. They turned
up in considerable numbers to arrest the
participants in an afternoon duplicate at the local
club. There were various possible offences including
breaching gambling laws and when that failed there
was an obscure Thai law concerning the possession
of more than 120 playing cards (fairly clear that
whoever drafted that had no idea of the number of
cards in a deck). Happily the immediate
incarceration of the players ended reasonably
quickly but it gave the press a good day ridiculing the
policemen who conducted the raid.
Lest we think that this can only happen a long way
away the early days of duplicate bridge in England
were also affected with the police turning up to raid
the Harrogate Congress in 1935 and it wasn’t until
the 1960s that it was accepted that duplicate bridge
was not a gambling game.
I rather hope the police won’t be turning up to
stop the Summer Congress at its new venue at
Eastbourne in August (p23). We very much hope our
new venue will not only be a pleasant one but also
more cost effective for our members so I look
forward to seeing you at our premier congress this
year especially if you haven’t been for a while. It is
still a few months away, but it is a good idea to get
accommodation sorted at what should be cheaper
rates than in Brighton. The event will feature a
Seniors midweek event, a Really Easy congress (p15)

www.ebu.co.uk

and some shorter events (p52), hopefully appealing
to a cross section of the membership. Full details on
www.ebu.co.uk/competitions/summer-meeting.
Early bird sessions will make travel home
afterwards a realistic proposition for those who
prefer this.

AND FOR OUR YOUNGER MEMBERS . . .
Attention if you are a junior! The editor of Bridge
Magazine has made a generous offer of a year’s free
subscription to the magazine for all EBU junior
members. If you want to take advantage look at the
EBU youth pages at www.ebu.co.uk/node/2294.
This is a good moment to say thank you to a
couple of sponsors for our juniors. They don’t want
to be named publicly but have been most generous
in assisting the EBU support its junior teams. The
number of junior members has gone up in the last
year but we still need to increase the flow of those
learning bridge or minibridge at a young age. There
are areas of the country where there is a culture of
teaching juniors and involving them in the game.
This is led by volunteers who give up a lot of time
and devote their expertise to making it happen.
Sadly there are areas of England where not a lot
happens in this regard and it can be hard work to
get something started and even harder work to keep
it going. Our sister charity EBED has a project to
increase the amount of teaching of junior bridge.
This can take place at schools but there are many
competing demands on staff and student time.
Some clubs have been successful at introducing a
programme for juniors and welcoming them to the
club. I recall playing in a league as a university
student. The league organiser wanted to ensure that
no university students took part. Fortunately there
aren’t too many like him and most would positively
like more young people to participate. If you are on
your club committee perhaps you can raise it as a
topic – the promotion of our fantastic game to a
wider audience.
r
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Bridge Tips
The unconventional no trump

by David Gold
click
link

IN MY last article we looked at why I treat a
singleton king as K-x and sometimes even open
1NT with a singleton king. In this article I want to
look at the awkward shape of 5-4-2-2 but too weak
to reverse and propose a simple solution for you.
´
™
t
®

Hand A
Q3
K Q 10 2
AJ763
J3

´
™
t
®

J8762
AJ54
2
972

You hold 13 points and two
doubletons, so you open 1t
right? OK . . . partner responds
1´ (of course) and you have to
rebid 2t. Bidding 2™ would be
a ‘reverse’ and show a stronger
hand. Let’s have a look at
partner’s hand:

Partner does not have
enough to bid 2™ which is
forcing for a round and could
leave you dangerously high, so
passes. Two diamonds is a horrible contract yet 2™
has excellent playing potential. What is the solution?
Simply open 1NT in the first place. The point is
that 1NT is the best of an imperfect job in terms of
describing your hand. It tells partner about your
point count and general balanced nature of the
hand. The diamond suit is unlikely to be important
on a game or partscore deal which covers the vast
majority of situations, and in this case partner can
respond 2® (Stayman, intending to bid 2´ over 2t)
and pass your 2™ rebid.
´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

6

Hand B
K2
K3
KQ64
Q7653

Let’s look at another
example. If you open 1®
partner is likely to respond 1™
or 1´. Since 2t would be a
reverse you are forced to rebid
2® and there it might lie.

Q 10 9 3
QJ942
A73
9

If we consider a typical hand
for partner. How is 2® looking?
If you had opened 1NT you
would end up in 2™ – a much
better contract. Even 1NT or

English Bridge April 2016

2t are better contracts than 2®! Change the
responding hand slightly to:
´
™
t
®

Q 10 9 3
QJ94
A73
92

Now if you had opened 1NT
you would play there –
wouldn’t you prefer that to 2®?
There is a further benefit to
opening Hand B with 1NT.
With only 2-2 in the majors you make it harder for
the opponents to come in. Opening 1® makes it
easy. The next hand can find a cheeky 1´ overcall
and reach a contract on say:
´K J 10 7 6

™K 4 2 tJ 10 9 8

®2

By opening 1NT this hand would now have to bid
at the 2-level which is risky and most players would
pass. You will notice that Hands A and B have
something in common. They are both 5-4-2-2 and
on both the 4-card suit is higher ranking than the 5card suit but the 4-card suit is not spades. When the
4-card suit is spades the hand never presents an
awkward rebid. For example:
If you open 1t and partner
responds 1™ you have an easy
1´ rebid, getting both of your
suits across. Opening 1NT on
this hand is therefore not
necessary – although between
you and me I even open this
hand 1NT. I think that is for another article!
Hand C
´ K Q 10 6
™ J3
tAJ963
®Q4

So, before you open your longest suit with just
12-14 points and a 5-4-2-2 shape, always think ‘am
I happy to rebid my 5-card suit when partner makes
the inevitable awkward response?’ If not, open 1NT.

´
™
t
®

Hand D
K
QJ43
K8732
A98

What do I open on Hand D?
Combining this article and my
last about singleton kings you
can guess, but if I put it in
writing I may never be quoted
r
in English Bridge again!
www.ebu.co.uk

Double, Bid or Pass?
Showing extra strength

by Andrew Robson

click
link

YOU ARE West and the bidding proceeds as follows
(with neither side vulnerable):
´
™
t
®

South
1™
4™

Hand A
KJ962
2
A Q 10 5 3
82

West
2™
?

Hand B

´ KJ742
™2
tAK643
®K2

North
3™

Love All. Dealer South

East
3´

Your 2™ was the (excellent) Michaels convention
showing five-five in spades and an unspecified
minor. You could have a hand of pretty much any
strength, upwards from ´Q-J-10-x-x, ®/tQ-J-10x-x. Some like to play Michaels as either weak or
strong – but a decreasing number of top players use
it this way, wanting to bid Michaels as often
as possible.
The bidding has returned to you. From the two
possible hands above my question is:

DOUBLE, BID (4 SPADES) OR PASS?

8
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Let’s have a look at a typical layout where you
hold West’s Hand A

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®
KJ962
2
A Q 10 5 3
82

Q 10 3
10 7 5 3
J9
AJ63
N

W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

A54
QJ9
842
10 7 5 4

87
AK864
K76
KQ9

Four hearts stands no chance of making. Indeed
on a spade opening lead, which partner’s 3´ bid has
suggested (well bid partner), 4™ will go two down. A
spade to the ace, a diamond return to the queen, the
ace of diamonds and king of spades cashed, then a
wait for East’s certain trump trick.

www.ebu.co.uk

Four spades will also fare poorly. The defence will
score a quick heart and two quick club tricks. Then
there’ll be a slow diamond loser and a slow spade
loser. Down two.
Now let’s look at a similar layout where you hold
West’s Hand B

Love All. Dealer South

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®
KJ742
2
AK643
K2

10 9 3
K753
Q9
J863
N

W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

Q86
QJ9
852
10 7 5 4

A5
A 10 8 6 4
J 10 7
AQ9

Four hearts goes two down, West cashing a top
diamond (or two) and switching to a spade. Two
diamonds plus a trick in each of the other three
suits must be lost. Down two.
Four spades also goes down, losing (at least) a
trick in each suit. You’d be pleased to escape with
just one down, for getting to your hand to lead up
to the king of clubs is no cinch (leading top spades
from the dummy – West – will do it).

www.ebu.co.uk

SO WHAT CAN WE GLEAN FROM THESE
EXAMPLES?
Hand A is a typical Michaels 2™ and although 4™
went two down in our construction, we have no
reason to place partner with two defensive tricks –
the ace of spades and a trump trick. I would simply
pass. I certainly wouldn’t contemplate bidding 4´.
Hand B is stronger and you can construct many
layouts where 4´ would be making. And many
others (like the one above) where it is not, with 4™
also failing. You should double.
The key point is this – your double is not pure
penalty – how can you have a pure penalty double
when you’ve shown ten cards in two suits outside
trumps? Your double says, ‘I have a good hand for
my earlier bidding. I have some defence should you
wish to pass, but I am also happy if you want to bid
on, for I have extra strength in general’. Here East
would pass the double holding the defensive heart
holding, but bid 4´ with the red suits reversed:
´Q86

™852 tQJ9

® 10 7 5 4

Answers: Hand A should pass. Hand B should
double. Neither should bid 4´ – because there is no
hidden extra offense. A 4´ bid would generally
contain an eleventh card between the two suits or a
void heart.
Andrew’s Great Tips
When you have no extra shape for your earlier
bidding, do not generally bid on over the
opposing bid. Double with extra strength,
otherwise pass.
r
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Bridge Fiction

Stefan Götel’s Raise
‘Did you see the note that I left in your pigeon-hole,
Headmaster?’ enquired the Matron, settling herself
into the North chair.
‘Remind me what it was about,’ the Headmaster
replied.
The Matron shook her head disapprovingly.
‘Surely you must remember,’ she continued. ‘I
regard it as a very serious matter.’
The Headmaster waited patiently to hear more.
Was this the time to bring up some mundane topic?
Playing the next board would make more sense.
‘The vegetables in the dining hall have been
seriously overcooked recently,’ declared the Matron.
‘According to Children’s Healthcare Weekly, this
completely destroys the vitamin content.’
‘Ah yes, I remember now,’ replied the Headmaster.
Would her note still be in his wastepaper basket?
Perhaps he had better retrieve it and read beyond
the first few lines.
This was the deal before them:

´
™
t
®

Love All. Dealer North.
´ AK7
™ K 10 9 6
t A954
® 72
8542
´ Q J 10 3
N
–
™ 7543
W
E
Q J 10 6
t K873
S
J 10 8 4 3
® 6
´ 96
™ AQJ82
t 2
® AKQ95

West
Rev
Benson
Pass
Pass
Pass
All Pass

North
The
Matron
1t
2™
5™
6™

10 English Bridge April 2016

East
HeadMaster
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

South
Stefan
Götel
1™
4NT
5NT
7™

by David Bird

click
link

The Matron was not an admirer of Roman Keycard Blackwood, regarding it as unnecessarily
complicated. Stefan Götel used traditional
Blackwood to locate two aces and two kings and
then bid 7™. If the ™K happened to be missing, he
would have to take a trump finesse.
The Reverend Benson led the tQ and Götel won
with dummy’s ace, the Headmaster playing an
encouraging t8. It was an excellent contract. If
clubs were no worse than 4-2, he could ruff a club
in the dummy even if the trumps were 4-0. What if
the clubs were 5-1?
The German master soon spotted the solution.
Why were dummy reversals so hard to see? The
English had a phrase to describe it. They called it a
‘blinding spot’, for some reason. ‘Low diamond,
please,’ he said.
After ruffing the diamond in his hand, Götel
played the ace of trumps. The 4-0 break came to
light but this would not affect his plan in any way.
He crossed to dummy twice in spades to ruff two
more diamonds in his hand. After drawing trumps,
he was able to claim the contract. ‘Dummy’s spade
loser goes on my third club,’ he said.
‘It was a good one for Blackwood,’ the Matron
declared. ‘Without my two aces and two kings, a
slam would have been hopeless.’
‘I had just enough entries to take all the diamond
ruffs and then draw the trumps,’ Götel observed. ‘If
I don’t ruff a diamond at Trick 2, I go down.’
The Headmaster twitched in his seat. ‘Surely that
means that you would have gone down on a spade
lead?’ he said.
‘Yes, yes,’ Götel replied.
‘Don’t tell me now that I should have led a spade,’
the Reverend Benson exclaimed. ‘You said you liked
my diamond lead. You gave me the eight.’
‘It’s a pity they didn’t play the contract the other
way round,’ the Headmaster replied. ‘I would have
found the spade lead, I can assure you.’
A few rounds later, the Matron faced the masters’
top pair, Bertie Bellis and Percy Cutforth. ‘Perhaps,
just for once, you could play normal bridge against
www.ebu.co.uk

us,’ she said. ‘You always seem to play differently
from everyone else.’
‘We’ll do our best, Matron,’ Bertie Bellis replied.
This was the first board of the round:

´
™
t
®

Love All. Dealer East.
´ 10 2
™ A652
t J864
® A94
93
´ AKQ864
N
7
™ QJ
W
E
Q 10 7 5 3 2
t K9
S
J872
® Q 10 3
´ J75
™ K 10 9 8 4 3
t A
® K65

West
Percy
Cutforth

North
Stefan
Götel

Pass

4™

East
Bertie
Bellis
1´

low spade to force me to ruff. Of course I would
have ruffed, even if he had led the ´K at trick three.’
‘We were much too high after Stefan’s raise,’
continued the Matron.
The other three players shared a glance. Instead of
overruffing with the ace, the Matron should have
discarded a club from dummy. Six trump tricks,
two top clubs and a club ruff in dummy, plus the
diamond ace would have given her the contract.
‘I won’t do it again, Matron,’ said Stefan Götel.r

South
The
Matron
2™

All Pass

The ´9 was led and down went the dummy.
‘Goodness me!’ exclaimed the Matron. ‘That’s
not enough for a raise to game.’
With any other partner Götel would have bid 2´
to show a sound raise to the three-level. The last
time he had tried this, the Matron had informed
him that 2´ asked for a spade stopper. Perhaps he
should have bid just 3™, particularly as she would be
playing the hand. ‘Sorry, Matron,’ he replied. ‘I must
have mis-counted my points.’
Bertie Bellis won the first trick with the ´Q and
continued with the ´A. When he led the ´4 to the
next trick, Percy Cutforth could not stop himself
from laughing. ‘There’s no need to treat me like a
backward child, Bertie,’ he said, as he ruffed with the
seven.
The Matron overruffed with dummy’s ™A and
played a trump to her king, disappointed to find
that she now had a trump loser. There was no way
to avoid a subsequent club loser and the game went
one down. ‘It wasn’t very polite of you to laugh
when your seven of trumps forced the ace,’ she
reprimanded.
‘Sorry, Matron, I wasn’t laughing at you,’ Percy
Cutforth replied. ‘I was laughing at Bertie, leading a
www.ebu.co.uk
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Ask Gordon

Revokes, leads and unplayed
by Gordon Rainsford, EBU Chief Tournament Director
click

Email your questions to Gordon Rainsford at gordon@ebu.co.uk
Gordon, English Bridge and the EBU are not responsible if the information provided is incorrect or incomplete.

PETER Jackson wrote, ‘Defending a hand at my
local club, partner led a small trump, dummy
followed with a trump, declarer threw away a loser
and I took the trick with the ace, my last trump.
The next trick declarer trumped my lead. The
revoke was established. The director ruled a one
trick penalty (later they had made another trick).
I suggested it might be two as his last trump rather
than the revoke card made a trick.
She said she would review the decision to see if
we had been disadvantaged at the end of play.
Analysis of the result showed another pair had the
same score as us and therefore she could not give
us an extra trick because we would then be
outright winners on that board. Was she right?’
She was correct up to the end of your first
paragraph. The ‘win a trick with a card that could
have been played to the revoke trick’ no longer
applies. The question now is simply whether or not
the revoke card won the revoke trick. However
when it comes to considering whether you deserve
an adjustment in equity it is irrelevant what
happened at other tables – all that matters is what
would have happened at your table without the
revoke. So I suspect she gave the right answer there
too, but not for the reason you have given.
DAVE Edwards asked, ‘Part-way through a hand,
declarer’s RHO, on lead, puts ´10 on the table.
Thinking it was his lead, LHO puts ™8 down, then
realises it was not his turn and puts ´9 down too
and I get called. Declarer and dummy agreed there
was a split-second between RHO and LHO
playing a card but didn’t agree which was first.
Opponents didn’t know.’
Law 58a says ‘A lead or play made simultaneously
with another player’s legal lead or play is deemed to
be subsequent to it.’ So I think you should rule that
RHO played first, LHO created a major penalty card
12 English Bridge April 2016

link

with the ™8, and the ´9 was played (prematurely) to
the trick. LHO’s penalty card needs to be played at
the first legal opportunity, but if RHO gains (or
retains) the lead before it’s been played, then
declarer has the option to insist on, or prohibit, a
heart lead – in which case the ™8 will cease to be a
penalty card. If declarer allows any lead the ™8
remains a penalty card.
DAVID Wilson said, ‘Hull BC is moving into the
21st century and has purchased Bridgemates. I
notice that we can score a board as Not Played.
Rightly or wrongly we have always scored an
unplayed board (eg when a table has run out of
time) as average for both pairs. However it seems
to be more sensible if scored as Unplayed.
Obviously if someone is culpable then we can give
A- (and A+ to innocent players).
Is there any EBU guidance as to whether we
should use Unplayed as opposed to Average as it
obviously makes a difference to a person’s score.’
It is correct to score an unplayed board by using
Law 12 to award AV/AV-/AV+ according to
responsibility for the delay. It is not lawful to use the
Not Played function (which effectively awards both
sides their session score for the unplayed board)
when a board is removed due to slow play.
The two occasions when it is appropriate to mark
a board as Not Played are (temporarily) when you
have designated a board to be played later on, or
when you have changed the movement for everyone
to shorten one or more rounds by one board.
So when you have to take away a board due to
slow play, you are correct to score it as AV if both
pairs are partly at fault, but you should investigate
the cause of the slowness and on some occasions it
might well be right to award AV+/AV- or even AV/AV-. You should never score it as Not Played in
these circumstances.
r
www.ebu.co.uk

The NPC and the coach

What’s it all about?
SIMON Cope began his involvement with the
English Open Team back in 2008, and is perfectly
placed to give us an insight into life behind the
scenes at the major international bridge
tournaments. He says:
The question I have been asked more than any
other is simply ‘What does an NPC (non-playing
captain) have to do?’ And the same could be asked
about the role of a Coach. The two jobs combine to
form the management team. European or World
Championships embody high tension. By dealing
with various tasks, we can minimise the stress allowing players to focus purely on what goes on at
the table.

THE ROLE OF THE NPC
The NPC selects which two of the three pairs should
be playing any given match or stanza. There are
various things to consider - the form of the players,
any physical issues such as illness or tiredness, and

click

by Simon Cope

link

then there is the tactical angle - knowing which
pairs are best suited to playing at any given time.
Some players always perform well against certain
countries - their systems are tailored to deftly
defend against certain conventions. Occasionally
(unfortunately) the opposite is true.
Additionally, one has to fulfil the role of
figurehead. You are the one to make the final
decision whether to appeal against a director’s
ruling. You are required to attend captains’ meetings
before the event begins, where the format and rules
of the event are outlined. During the event, the
NPC will watch most of the matches, either at the
table or online if it is being broadcast on BBO
(www.bridgebase.com). This enables him to get a
feel for how things are going for each pair.
Once the stress of watching - sweating over every
decision your team makes - is over, it simply
remains to stand on the podium (hopefully) to
collect the medal, and then write an NPC report for
the selectors to read.

THE ROLE OF THE COACH
TOP DIRECTORS PROMOTED
CONGRATULATIONS to the members of the
EBU’s panel of Tournament Directors who have
received promotions at a recent European
Bridge League’s Tournament Directors’ Course.
Gordon Rainsford was one of only three
participants promoted to the rank of EBL
Tournament Director, the highest level which
could be attained at the event. Phil Godfrey was
made an NBO International Director.
Ian Mitchell, a former member of the EBU’s
TD panel, and current member of the EBU staff,
was also made an NBO International Director. r

www.ebu.co.uk

The coach’s main duty is to go through the
opposing team’s system cards, pointing out any
methods which may need special defences and
discussion. This is mostly done before the start of
the event, but sometimes in the knock-out stage you
need to prepare more systems for different
opposition. The coach is also there to offer
emotional support to the players and acts as a
second brain for the NPC to bounce ideas about
line-ups. Together, the NPC and coach bring muchneeded coffees to players, make restaurant
reservations for dinner, and generally do whatever it
takes to help the team relax when not playing.
Both roles can be stressful, but are extremely
rewarding. I’ve always been lucky enough to work
with a wonderfully talented Open Team, and our
trips have been unfailingly enjoyable and very
fulfilling as a result. r
April 2016 English Bridge
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Basic Cardplay
Controlling the trumps

by Paul Bowyer

click
link

MY PREVIOUS article looked at keeping control of
the trumps. This one carries on that idea, focusing
on how you must keep count on the number of
losers you can afford.
This hand came up in a recent league match
(teams of eight):
Hand 1
South plays 4´. Lead ™K
´ J42
™ J7
t AJ9654
® KQ
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

A9763
–
KQ3
A8632

Hand 1
South plays 4´. Lead ™K
´ J42
™ J7
t AJ9654
® KQ
Q8
K Q 10 9 6 4 3
10 7
10 4
´
™
t
®

N
W

E
S

A9763
–
KQ3
A8632
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Hand 1
South plays 4´. Lead ™K
´ J42
™ J7
t AJ9654
® KQ
´
™
t
®

8
K Q 10 9 6 4 3
10 7
10 5 4
´
™
t
®

All four declarers ruffed the first heart and played
the ´A and another spade, soon after recording
eleven tricks when the four hands were:

´
™
t
®

All four declarers blissfully wrote down +650 and
moved onto the next board, unaware of their
misplay. Now, assume that the hand had been as
follows, which would certainly have been the layout
had you or I been declarer:

´
™
t
®

K 10 5
A852
82
J975

N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

K Q 10 5
A852
82
J97

A9763
–
KQ3
A8632

Now, after ruffing the first heart and playing the

´A and another spade declarer would have made

not eleven tricks but four! East would cash three
spades, drawing South’s remaining trumps, and
then the defenders would run off all the hearts.
Unlucky? Certainly not!
A 3-2 trump break makes the hand cold for
eleven tricks, but the contract is 4´, not 5´. Careful
play makes ten tricks certain (well, except against
trumps 5-0). South should cash the ace of trumps
and turn his attention to diamonds, running off the
suit. The defenders can take three tricks at their
pleasure but that is it. It doesn’t matter if trumps are
4-1 or 3-2, let East-West have three trumps and be
done with it.
A spectacular hand with a similar theme turned
up in the 2014 Lords v Commons match.
It is best to draw a veil over some of the actual
bidding on this one. The right contract is certainly
www.ebu.co.uk

3NT, which has ten on top, although we are often
mesmerised by 4-4 major-suit fits. Assume that you
reach the second-best contract of 4™ on this hand;
how should you play?
Hand 2
South plays 4™. Lead ´K
´ 9
™ 8652
t A K Q J 10 8 6
® Q
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

A86
A943
5
AJ753

Well, if you understood the principles of the last
deal you should certainly see the right line on this
one. You take the ´A, cash the ace of trumps and
simply play on diamonds. Only a 5-0 trump break
can harm you now. The opponents are welcome to
three trump tricks. The trap is to go for early ruffs
on table. After they ruff a diamond you can ruff
black cards as a way back to the table to play more
diamonds. As long as you play diamonds at every
occasion 4™ is sure to succeed, no matter what the
layout. Here is the full deal.
´
™
t
®
´
™
t
®

KQJ3
7
9743
K962

9
8652
A K Q J 10 8 6
Q

N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

10 7 5 4 2
K Q J 10
2
10 8 4

A86
A943
5
AJ753

If you take the ´A at trick one and play ace and
another heart, hoping that the hearts break, you get
heartbreak all right! East draws trumps and EastWest cash all the spades. Not best. Not best at all.r
www.ebu.co.uk
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Bridge with a Twist

Ask Simon
by Simon Cochemé
NEVENAS of
S of
Nottingham
she heard
has heard
NEVENA
Nottingham
sayssays
she has
that
that
I
won
an
EBU
award,
and
asks
if
it
is
I won an EBU award, and asks if it is true.true.
How nice of you to bring it up, Nevena. Modesty
would otherwise have prevented me from
mentioning it. Yes, it’s true; at one time last year I
was playing in five national plate competitions at
the same time, and this earned me an EBU Dinner
Service Award.
Talking of competitions, have you heard that the
EBU are considering a new event, to be known as
the Brass Bowl? If you lose in the first round of the
Gold Cup, you can elect to play in the Silver Plate. If
you lose in the first round of the Silver Plate, you go
into the Brass Bowl. To get out of the Brass Bowl
you have to win a match. Every time you fail to
climb out of the bowl, you lose green points.
EILEEN O of Bewdley, Worcs, asks why the Bridge
Olympiad isn’t held any more.
An event called the Bridge Olympiad was held in
the same year as the Olympics up to 2004. In 2008
Bridge combined with Chess, Go, and a couple of
other sports to form the World Mind Sports Games,
and the championships were held in Beijing, just
after the Paralympic Games, using some of the
Olympic facilities. It seemed that this might be the
first step towards the Mind Sports Olympics
becoming the third leg of every Olympic Games.
Alas, things have gone backwards since then. The
event is now bridge only; it hasn’t reclaimed the
‘Olympiad’ name it sacrificed; and it doesn’t happen
in the city, or even the country, hosting the Olympic
Games. This year the World Bridge Games, as they
are now known, are in September, in Poland.
Bridge is still, however, recognised as a sport by
the International Olympic Committee and, as a
result, players in major international events
undergo drug tests. Well, not the Seniors, of course;
they are popping so many pills that their samples
would probably cause the laboratory equipment to
implode.
16 English Bridge April 2016

click
link

I am told that the IOC has called on the World
Bridge Federation to ban relay bidding systems,
weak jump overcalls, and reverse attitude signals.
Such conventions are, the IOC says, contrary to the
Olympic spirit as embodied in its motto ‘Citius,
Altius, Fortius’ – ‘Faster, Higher, Stronger’.
NIGEL F of Cowes wants to know who writes the
bridge entries in Wikipedia.
An interesting question, Nigel. I found about 20
entries for past greats, from Buller and Beasley,
through Markus and Reese, up to Schapiro and
Priday. Of our current English players, Tony
Forrester, Andrew Robson, Nicola Smith, Tom
Townsend and Brian & Nevena Senior (find one, get
one free) all have Wikipedia entries. I asked them if
they knew who had created the entries, and who
was updating them. They all said that (a) they didn’t
know who was doing the work and (b) they didn’t
even know they had Wikipedia entries. I can accept
(a) but I believe (b) may be liable to Law 70A,
Contested Claim.
Looking at the Wikipedia history logs, there is a
small group of unsung heroes responsible for
adding the information, the most hard-working of
whom are Jhall1, Newwhist and Macdonald-Ross.
Thanks, guys, whoever you are.
Henry C of Shepherds Bush asks if the referendum
on Europe has implications for bridge.
I believe that the EBU will not be mandating its
members to vote one way or the other. It estimates
that the deficit in the balance of trade will be
unaffected, with imports of Roman KeyCard
Blackwood, Italian Cue Bids, and the Polish Club
continuing to out-perform exports of the weak no
trump, four card majors and the Bath Coup.
The EBU is seeking clarification on whether the
proposed new benefits law will mean that
immigrants who join the EBU would have to be
denied their copy of English Bridge for four years.
www.ebu.co.uk

The recent Parliamentary decision about whether
Donald Trump should be allowed to visit England
was heralded by the tabloid headline Strong No
Trump Vote. A spokesman for the EBU said that this
should not be viewed as a challenge to the 12-14
point 1NT, favoured by the vast majority of its
members.
RENATA B-K of Kensington writes: ‘My friends
tell me that I should use the Stop card before
making a Waiting Bid. Are they right?’
Stop – Waiting, I like it; but I am sorry to say your
friends are teasing you, Renata. Actually, you really
shouldn’t be using Waiting Bids at all; they’re too
undisciplined. Queue Bids are the English way of
doing things.
A Very Tall Reader from Parsons Green tells me
that he plays a five-card major system and,
whenever he opens 1®, his partner says ‘Could be
short,’ and everyone laughs at him.
I can see that it must be very distressing for you.
Saying ‘Could be short’ is completely contrary to the
EBU’s size-ist policy. The correct announcement is
‘May be as few as two clubs’.
VTR goes on to recount his recent experience on
a transatlantic bridge cruise. ‘We started playing
before the boat had left the Southampton dock
(quay play). I remember one hand where the
defence tried to lock me in dummy, but I managed
to escape (key play). On another hand the
Frenchman on my left wasn’t sure whose lead it was
(qui play?). We ended with a tournament just off
r
the coast of Florida (Key play).’

PREMIER GRAND MASTER
Congratulations to
MR M L COWLING
HAMPSHIRE & ISLE Of WIGHT
on becoming a Premier Grand
Master, the English Bridge Union’s
highest rank, requiring a
minimum 1,500 Green Points

www.ebu.co.uk
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Great Bridge Disasters

A measly two spades

by David Burn

click
link

YOUR opponents make two spades. How much of a
disaster can that be?
Despite the controversial loss of a 16 IMP swing
reported in the February issue, by the time the last
board of the 2015 Bermuda Bowl semi-final was
placed on both tables England led Poland by the
slender margin of 4 IMPs. This was the deal:
E/W Game. Dealer West

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®
J76
AJ84
K3
9765

94
K Q 10 2
AQJ98
Q2
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

KQ8
9
10 7 6
AKJ843

A 10 5 3 2
7653
542
10

With England holding the N-S cards the bidding
followed a more or less orthodox course.
West
Pass
Redble

North
1t
2™

East
2®
3®

South
Dble
All Pass

North was playing a 15-17 no trump, so he didn’t
see any real reason not to make his natural opening
bid. East’s overcall was routine, South’s double was
for take-out (not many points, but the shape was
right) and West’s call was an interesting choice.
When you have a very good fit in a suit that the
opponents can outbid on the same level (which is
always the case if the fit is in clubs) you can increase
your chances of buying the contract if you imply
more defence and fewer cards in your suit than you
actually have. West may have had these
considerations in mind when he opted to redouble
18 English Bridge April 2016

instead of making a direct raise or a cue bid in the
opponents’ suit – at any rate East’s 3® carried the
day as far as the auction was concerned.
If he’d been pushed to four he’d have made it –
the defenders had a couple of diamonds and a spade
but declarer had the rest and Poland scored 130.
The board wasn’t very likely to be passed out at the
other table, but if it were then the match would not
be a tie – England had a fraction of an IMP due to
carryover from the match between the two teams in
the qualifying stage. Essentially, though, England
needed a plus score with the East-West cards – any
minus and Poland would score the 5 IMPs they
needed for victory. The result from the other room
was known to the spectators in Chennai and
throughout the world as the players in the vugraph
room removed their cards from the board.
West for England passed and North for Poland
opened 1NT. A good 14 points was within his
partnership’s range for the bid, and he didn’t want
to imply less than that by rebidding 1NT or 2t over
a possible response of 1´. East couldn’t overcall 2®
even if he wanted to, since his hand was some way
removed from the major two-suiter that the bid
would show. He could overcall 3®, but he saw no
particular reason to do that – if his club suit would
run then 1NT would probably go down, and if it
wouldn’t then 3® doubled might result in a sizeable
penalty on a part-score deal. So he passed, and faced
the same dilemma after this:
West
Pass
Pass

North
1NT
2´

East
Pass
?

South
2™

2™ was a transfer, of course, and it was now or
never. But the same sort of considerations applied
on the second round as on the first – South had not
yet limited his hand, so there was still the risk of a
large penalty if 3® proved an unwise choice, and
besides, East had far from negligible defensive
prospects against spades if South didn’t intend to
bid again. So he passed, and there began a frantic
www.ebu.co.uk

period of speculation as to whether 2´ would make
– if it did, Poland were in the Bermuda Bowl final
while if it didn’t England would survive.
East cashed a club and switched to a diamond to
the king and ace. North led ´9 and ducked when
East played ´Q. East played another diamond.
North played another spade. East played the eight.
North started to think.
When this particular North starts to think,
knowledgeable spectators go and put the kettle on.
Often there is also time to cut the crusts off the
cucumber sandwiches, spread the jam on the scones
and scoff the lot before he plays a card. But no one
was moving from their seats or their screens this
time – the commentators had just about caught up
with the fact that if North ducked this trick he
would lose two spades, two aces and two red-suit
ruffs for down one, while if he didn’t he wouldn’t.
With spades 3-3 he could in fact afford to play ace
and another trump for an overtrick, but he was
never going to do that – if in the fullness of time he
called for ´A he would revert to diamonds and
settle for eight tricks. Nothing happened for a very
long time. Then North stirred. ‘Ace,’ he said.
Your opponents make two spades. How much of
r
a disaster can that be?

ADVERTISEMENTS
Although staff of English Bridge and the staff of
Danby Advertising (Advertising Agent for English
Bridge) take all reasonable precautions to protect
the interests of readers by ensuring as far as
practicable that advertisements in the pages of
English Bridge are bona fide, the magazine and
its publisher, the EBU, cannot accept any
undertaking in respect of claims made by
advertisers, whether these advertisements are
printed as part of the magazine, or are in the form
of inserts. Legal remedies are available if redress
is sought, and readers who have complaints
should address them to the advertiser or
should consult a local Trading Standards
Office, or a Citizens Advice Bureau, or their own
solicitors. Readers should note that prices
advertised may not be accurate due to
currency exchange rate fluctuations, or tax
changes.
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Advanced Defence
Second player plays low - or do they?
click

by Neil Rosen

link

WE HAVE concentrated so far on defensive
techniques which very much rely on both members
of the partnership being in tune:

l
l

IN NO TRUMPS WITH NO ENTRIES INTO

Smith Peters
Suit preference signals
Advanced leads (vs suits and no trumps)
All of these require partnership work and
understandings. Our next couple of articles will
focus much more on the individual defender
developing and sharpening their own personal skills
and techniques.

THIRD PLAYER PLAYS HIGH – SECOND
PLAYER PLAYS LOW

First I must emphasise that these are guidelines
for defenders to use - certainly not for declarers. A
declarer can see all 26 of his prized assets whereas a
defender only gets to see his hand and the dummy –
half of each side’s assets and hence needs guidelines
to help.
Paul Bowyer did a fine article on ‘covering an
honour with an honour’ so we will not attempt to
cover this ground again.
Instead we will look at one or two examples of
when to flout the ‘second player plays low’
approach.

With three or more touching honour cards,
play the highest honour.
Agree this within your partnership.

DUMMY
® A J 10 x x
® Kxx
® xx

® Qxx

l

If West woodenly plays low, then the 10 will be
played from North. Now, if East ducks to cut
communication, NS will win two tricks. If East
wins, NS will be in a position to win four – yes
four tricks in the suit if South is brave enough
to repeat the finesse
l But, if West plays high with the queen, and
South ducks and repeats the finesse later then
NS will score zero tricks in the suit. If South
plays the ace on West’s queen, NS will win only
one trick.
The principle is to attempt to sever the
communication between the North and South
hands. Try it and see! It also works with West
holding the king and East the queen.

FOOLING DECLARER

SPLITTING YOUR HONOURS
® KQxx

® AJx
® xx

® 10 x x x

Here is a nice easy example to demonstrate the
principle. If declarer leads low from the South hand
towards the A-J-x in North, West should insert an
honour to prevent NS winning two cheap tricks
without losing one. This is known as splitting your
honours. The technique I recommend is as follows
l With two touching cards (K-Q-x or Q-J-x etc)
play the lower honour first.
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® Q 10 x

® AJ9x
® xxx

® Kxx

A good declarer knows the correct way to handle
this suit combination – low to the nine, not the jack
on the first round – since K-10-x or Q-10-x is twice
as likely with West than K-Q-x.
However, if West is well versed in this situation,
he should play high and insert the queen on the first
round. North will win with the ace, cross back to
South and play up to the North hand again:
www.ebu.co.uk

® 10 x

® J9x
® xx

® Kx

When West now follows low, there is a tricky
decision as to whether to play the jack or the nine.
It all depends on whether West’s queen on the first
round was a routine split from K-Q or a super
advanced second plays high from Q-10-x. You have
given declarer a real problem which they would not
otherwise have faced!
If instead you woodenly play low on the first
round, South will never encounter the problem –
but I am sure most Souths would now play the Jack
– expecting West to have ‘split’ from the K-Q and
then lose an extra trick.

ONE FINAL COMBINATION
® Kxx

®x

® Q 10
® AJ9xxxx

This works just as well with West holding Q-x-x
and East holding K-10. The principle is the same!
If declarer plays low from dummy and you play a
boring second plays low declarer can play the jack
and drop your queen on the next round, restricting
losers in the suit to just one.
If, however, you play second plays high and jump
in with your doubleton queen, declarer will win
with the ace… then what?
® Kx

®

® 10
® J9xxxx

There is now only a 50:50 chance of keeping the
losers in the suit to just one.
If they play the jack it will pin the 10, restricting
their losers to just one, but, if instead they play low
hoping to drop the king, they will lose to both the
10 and the king.
So, once again, flouting the second hand plays low
principle can provide handsome rewards for the
defenders and without any real chance of blowing
tricks in the process. The ability to play the correct
cards will pose problems for the declarers you face
and you will become a formidable defender!
r
www.ebu.co.uk
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LAMBOURNE JERSEY
FESTIVAL OF BRIDGE
Blue
points

Westhill Country Hotel,
St Helier JE2 3HB

Green
points

A joint venture between the EBU and
Channel Islands CBA, the congress provides
an attractive holiday in springtime
with a full bridge programme over ten days.

Entries / enquiries: John Honey

( 01534 874 702 or
8 jsybridgecongress@yahoo.co.uk

2017 GOLD CUP
The premier British teams event
Closing date for this year’s competition:

Monday, 6th June 2016
The schedule for the 2017 Gold Cup will
run from the end of June 2016 to the
Finals in October 2017. The Silver Plate,
open to English and Welsh first and
second round losers and administered
by the EBU, will commence in early
December 2016.
Entry fee: £84 per team
(half-price pro-rata for players under 25)
The entry fee includes the fee for the Silver Plate

Enquiries to Sandra Claridge

sclaridge31@gmail.com

Entry form at
www.bridgegreatbritain.org
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New Prize Leads Quiz
OPENING leads are often subjective and virtually any
opening lead can be successful some of the time.
However, bridge is in many ways a game of
percentages and therefore certain leads will gain more
often than others. In each issue you will be given three
hands and the bidding on each, and you are asked to
choose your opening leads from those proposed by
our Quizmaster. Answers will be in the next issue. In
each problem you are on lead as West.

THIS MONTH’S QUIZ
Hand 1
´ 52
™ KJ93
t AQ5
® K 10 8 3

makers of playing cards since 1824

www.piatnikcardgames.co.uk
( 020 8661 8866

West

North

East

Pass
Pass
Pass

1´
2™
3NT

Pass
Pass
All Pass

South
1™
2®
2NT

Choose from: (a) ´5; (b) ™3; (c) tA; (d) ®3

HHHHH

Hand 2
´ 75
™ QJ2
t 4
® 9875432

An attractive twin-pack of Piatnik playing cards is
the prize on offer this month. For information
on
the
new
Piatnik
cards
visit
www.gibsonsgames.co.uk
There are TWO categories in our competition: up
to and including Master, and those with higher
ranking. Please indicate on the top left-hand corner
of the envelope, or in the e-mail subject line, the
category for which you are entering. The first
correct entry in each category out of a hat will win
the prize. The editor’s decision is final.
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North

East

Pass
Pass
Pass

3t1
4NT2
6´

Pass
Pass
Dble

South
1´
3´
5™3
All Pass

1
Natural, strong jump shift; 2 Roman key card
Blackwood for spades; 3 Two key cards without the ´Q

Choose from: (a) a spade; (b) ™Q; (c) t4; (d) a club.

HHHHH

Hand 3
´ A2
™ 7532
t KJ93
® KQ4

Entries to the Editor, Leads Quiz,
Raggett House, Bowdens, Langport, Somerset,
TA10 0DD
or e-mail lou@ebu.co.uk
by 20 April 2016.
Please make sure you include your full postal
address AND rank even if entering by e-mail!
ANSWERS TO fEBRUARY QUIZ: Page 40

West

West
Pass
All Pass
1

North

East

1´

Pass

South
1®
1NT1

15-17

Choose from: (a) ´A; (b) a heart; (c) t3; (d) ®K. r
www.ebu.co.uk
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Heather’s Hints

Discovery plays
PLAYING pairs, you open 2NT as South and
partner responds 3®, Stayman. East enters the
auction with 3´. What call do you make?
This isn’t the ideal vulnerability to be seeking a
penalty, and your spade holding is weak. It would be
normal to pass if you can’t double, but here you
have an opportunity to show partner your fifth
heart. Bid 4™. Over this partner jumps to 6NT and
everyone passes.

click

by Heather Dhondy

link

This is where you have got to before cashing your
final heart:
N/S Game. Dealer South
´ K9
™ –
t AJ
® –
N
S

N/S Game. Dealer South
´ K962
™ K2
t AJ9
® J954

´
™
t
®

4
10
Q5
–

N
S

´
™
t
®

Q4
A Q J 10 7
Q54
AKQ

West

North

East

Pass
Pass

3®
6NT

3´
All Pass

South
2NT
4™

The lead is the ´8 which you win in hand with the
queen. How do you plan the play?
You have eleven tricks, and can make a twelfth
from either a diamond finesse or by endplaying
East. In either event, you should begin by cashing
your side suits. Unblock the clubs from hand, and
cross to the king of hearts to cash the fourth club
discarding a diamond from hand.
When you cross back to the hearts, you will
discover that East began with singletons in clubs
and hearts. You know that he began with just six
spades since his partner had one to lead, therefore
he was 6-1-5-1 and the odds favour him to have the
king of diamonds.
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You need to have been counting East’s discards
carefully so that you know what he has remaining in
his hand. At this point he has two spades and two
diamonds left. When you cash the final heart, you
must discard a spade from dummy. If East bares his
ace of spades, it’s easy enough to play a spade to his
ace and he will be end-played.
A trickier defence would be for East to discard a
diamond. He will need his partner to have kept both
his original diamonds and then you will have to
guess whether to drop East’s king offside or take the
finesse. You may take a view depending on East’s
manner, or what you know of him as a player!
However the odds heavily favour him to hold the
king since he began with five, and West just two.
Also his overcall suggests he may have more than
just the five points in spades.

Please recycle
this magazine when
you finish it

www.ebu.co.uk

This was the full deal
N/S Game. Dealer South
´
™
t
®
´
™
t
®

8
98643
10 3
10 7 6 3 2

N
W

•

E
S

´
™
t
®

•

K962
K2
AJ9
J954
´
™
t
®

A J 10 7 5 3
5
K8762
8

Q4
A Q J 10 7
Q54
AKQ

CHARLOTTE VINE – 1933-2016

Heather’s hints
Don’t put all your eggs in one basket! This
contract will make if the diamond finesse
works, but discovering the distribution
affects the odds.
There are times when the opponent’s
bidding gives you the opportunity to give a
better definition than if they had remained
silent. A common case in point is when the
opponents intervene over one of a minor
with 1™. Now you can make a negative
double to show a four card spade suit, and
bid 1´ to show five or more. If they had
not intervened, your 1´ response would
have been four plus cards in the suit, so less
well defined.
On this hand, the opponent’s
intervention gives you a chance to show a
good five card suit since with most
ordinary shapes you would either pass or
double. Since there are many more times
when the opponents intervene and cause
us a headache in the process, we should
welcome those times when it works in our
favour and use it wisely.
r

MASTERPOINT
PROMOTIONS

click
link

The latest list can be found at
www.ebu.co.uk/masterpointpromotions
www.ebu.co.uk

Charlotte Vine, who has died aged 82, was
President of Middlesex County Bridge
Association from 2004 until her death.
Charlotte was born in London in 1933 but was
evacuated to Cirencester following the outbreak
of WWII. She went on to study at Wycombe
Abbey and then Birmingham University.
Unlike many woman of her age, Charlotte
always worked. She had a shop selling nursery
furniture and baby goods in Preston Road,
Wembley for many years and then worked at
Walls Ice Cream as a market researcher. Latterly,
until retirement, she worked in legal services.
A long standing member of the EBU, Charlotte
joined Pinner Bridge Club in October 1980 and
became a committee member in November 1998.
In 2000, she assumed the Chair. Charlotte served
as Chairman until April 2003 and remained on
the club’s Tournament Committee until last year.
Charlotte won numerous club and county
events. She was always keen to encourage new
players and very often offered to play with them.
One such person wrote, on hearing of her
passing, ‘She had a gift of explaining to the less
experienced, in the nicest possible way, how they
had completely messed up a hand.’
For her unstinting dedication to bridge at club
and county level, Charlotte was awarded an EBU
Dimmie Fleming Award in 2015.
Charlotte married Basil Vine in 1956. The
marriage was dissolved in 1981. She is survived by
her son Sid and daughter Terri. Another son,
r
Richard, predeceased her.
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Suit Combinations
Sabotaging opponents’ suit

click

Andrew Kambites
SO FAR in my series on suit combinations I have
looked at suits from the perspective of needing to
make a set number of tricks. In this, my last article
on suit combinations, I look at situations where
you are not concerned with how many tricks you
can make, but the need to ensure that your
opponents do not make sufficient tricks to
endanger your contract.
In the first deal West leads the ´7 against 3NT.

link

This time West leads the ´4 against your 3NT.
Love All. Dealer South
´
™
t
®

A9
AK3
QJ864
J 10 5
N
S

Game All. Dealer West
´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

10 8 6 2
952
K 10 9
AKQ

West

North

East

Pass

3NT

All Pass

J2
A Q 10
9432
K Q 10 2
N
S

´
™
t
®

West
1´
Pass
All Pass

Q643
KJ4
Q J 10
AJ4

North
Pass
2NT

East
Pass
Pass

South
1NT
3NT

You are only missing 14 points. If West was
balanced he would have opened 1NT, so he has five
spades. You can guarantee a spade stopper by
playing low from dummy but that won’t be good
enough without a diamond trick. You need two
spade stoppers and you have a chance if West has
led from a holding like ´A-K-8-7-5 and the tA-K.
Rise with dummy’s ´J. Then attack diamonds. If
West continues spades the ´Q will be your ninth
trick. Otherwise you will have time to set up a
diamond trick. If West had started by leading the
´A and ´K you would have had no chance.
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South
1NT

You must drive out the tA in order to make nine
tricks. The only danger to your contract is to lose
four spade tricks and the tA so you must plan your
play on the assumption that spades break 5-2. West
would surely have led the ´K if he held the ´K-Q-J,
so you can assume that East has a doubleton spade
honour, maybe ´Q-x.
Suppose you play low from dummy. East wins the
´Q and returns his last spade. If West now regains
the lead with the tA he will cash three more spade
tricks to defeat you.
If you correctly rise with dummy’s ´A at trick one
the defenders are powerless. If East plays low the
spades are blocked. If East tries to jettison his ´Q
you have a second spade stopper by force.
Turning to our next hand, West leads the ®6
against your no trump game. Can you ensure your
contract? If the diamond finesse loses you still have
nine tricks. Can you see any danger?
www.ebu.co.uk

Game All. Dealer South
´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

N/S Game. Dealer South
´
™
t
®

QJ
AKJ2
A 10 6
J 10 3 2
N

N

S

S

´
™
t
®

K75
Q43
QJ987
A4

West

North

East

Pass
Pass

2®
3NT

Pass
All Pass

South
1NT
2t

What if West has found an inspired passive club
lead from a holding like ®8-6-5 with the clubs
distributed like this?
® 865

A9
J854
A86
10 9 6 2

® J 10 3 2
® A4

® KQ97

If you make the reflex play of dummy’s ®10 East
will cover with the ®Q. Presumably you will take
this with the ®A and take the diamond finesse. If it
loses East switches to a spade to West’s ´A and West
reverts to clubs (the ®8) you are powerless to avoid
losing three club tricks, the ´A and the tK.
The correct play is to start low from dummy and
win with the ®A. A losing diamond finesse, spade to
West’s ´A and another club cannot harm you. You
have a second club stopper by rising with the ®10 at
this point.

J65
A97
K7
AQJ43

West

North

East

South

Pass

1™

Pass

1NT

Pass

2NT

All Pass

1®

On the final hand above, West leads the ´4
against 2NT. If the club finesse loses you can afford
to lose four spade tricks but not five. The danger is
that West has the ®K and six spades. Surely if West
had the ®K and six spades including the ´K-Q he
would have overcalled 1® with 1´, so assume East
has one of the spade honours. Suppose the spades
are distributed like this.
´ Q 10 7 4 3 2

´ A9

´ J65

´ K8

If you play low from dummy on the opening lead
East wins the ´K and returns the ´8, setting up
West’s spades. You must rise with the ´A, blocking
the suit. East can unblock the ´K, but it’s no help,
because if the club finesse fails West will win. East
can’t lead a spade through your remaining ´J-6. r

WELL DONE HABERDASHERS (FOR THE SEvENTH TIME!)

click

Over 100 junior players took part in the Young Bridge Challenge in Loughborough in early March,

link

organised by English Bridge Education and Development. Haberdashers’ Aske School, from north
London, won the Schools Cup, for the seventh consecutive year. The team of Jonathan Clark, Dylan
Dissanayake, Jack Ronayne, Kripa Panchagnula beat a team from Westminster School (Liam Sanderson,
Theo Gillis, Luke Dunne, Isaac Channon) by 9 IMPs in the final.

A minibridge event was won by Kazas Li and Jeffrey Chin from Loughborough Grammar School. r

www.ebu.co.uk
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SUMMER SENIORS
CONGRESS

CONFIANCE GUERNSEY
CONGRESS Green

8 – 10 July 2016
Winter Gardens, Eastbourne

9 – 18 September 2016
La Trelade Hotel
Forest Road, St. Martins, Guernsey

Green
points

points

Championship Pairs (Fri), Swiss Pairs (Sat)
and Swiss Teams (Sun)
To be eligible, you must have been born
in 1956 or before

Entries ( 01296 317 203 / 219
or online at www.ebu.co.uk

Featuring Midweek
THE GUERNSEY SENIORS CONGRESS
Early reservation of hotel accommodation and
flights is strongly recommended

Entries ( 01296 317 203 / 219
or online at www.ebu.co.uk

( 0800 0346 246

EBU Accommodation Booking Service

SPRING BANK
HOLIDAY CONGRESS

SCARBOROUGH
SUMMER CONGRESS

28 – 30 May 2016

28 – 31 July 2016
Scarborough Spa Complex

Blue
points

Holiday Inn Hotel,
Stratford-upon-Avon

Green
points

The Championship Pairs is a four-session
event with a two-session qualifying round on
the Saturday, leading to a pair of two-session
‘all-play-all’ finals on Sunday. There is a oneday Swiss Pairs on the Sunday for nonqualifiers and new entrants. The Swiss Teams
event on Monday is stratified and suits a
whole range of players from Local Master to
Premier Grand Master.
Really Easy Afternoon
Saturday 28 May, at 2pm
A relaxed duplicate pairs event
for those with less experience.

EBU Comps Dept ( 01296 317 203 / 219
or enter online at www.ebu.co.uk/members
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Blue
points

Green
Pre-congress Pairs,
points
Multiple Teams (Friday)
and Swiss Pairs (12 x 7-board matches,
over Saturday & Sunday)

Entries ( 01296 317 203 / 219
or online at www.ebu.co.uk

www.ebu.co.uk

Beat Today’s Experts Beat Today’s Experts
These hands are all from modern events
and David Bird points to some useful lessons
to be learned from them. Bid them with
your partner and then see how your efforts
compare with the experts’ bidding.

These hands are all from modern events
and David Bird points to some useful lessons
to be learned from them. Bid them with
your partner and then see how your efforts
compare with the experts’ bidding.

APRIL 2016
WEST HANDS

APRIL 2016
EAST HANDS

(IMP scoring on every deal)

(IMP scoring on every deal)

1. E/W Game
Dealer West
(Gill)

´
™
t
®

A 10 8 7 2
A
K9
A Q 10 6 5

´ KQ95
™ –
t 10 8 3
(Gawel)
® AK7643
* North bids 3™ (weak)

2. N/S Game
Dealer West

3. E/W Game
Dealer East
(Aronov)
4. Game All
Dealer West
(De Botton)

(Zmuda)
* North opens 3t

´
™
t
®

A7
982
AQJ876
72

4. Game All
Dealer West

AJ72
A543
10
Q 10 9 8

Did you beat the experts? – Pages 45-47
www.ebu.co.uk

´ A J 10 8 4 2
™ A983
t A
(Jagniewski)
® 85
* North bids 3™ (weak)

3. E/W Game
Dealer East

´
™
t
®

6
Q5432
A 10 7 5 3
42

2. N/S Game
Dealer West

J8632
10
A J 10 4
K J 10

´ AJ973
™ –
t 9532
(de Tessières)
® KQ84
* South opens 2™ (10-13), North raises to 4™
6. N/S Game
Dealer North

(Beauchamp)

´
™
t
®

5. E/W Game
Dealer South

´
™
t
®

1. E/W Game
Dealer West

(Damyanova)

(Malinowski)

´
™
t
®

K5
A543
KQ986
Q2

´
™
t
®

KJ432
AKJ5
K9
A8

´ Q8
™ 876
t AQ7
(L’Huissier)
® A 10 9 6 3
* South opens 2™ (10-13), North raises to 4™
5. E/W Game
Dealer South

6. N/S Game
Dealer North
(Brede)
* North opens 3t

´
™
t
®

Q 10 9 3
10 8 2
3
AKJ76

Did you beat the experts? – Pages 45-47
April 2016 English Bridge
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Match Report

Camrose Glory
THE FIRST weekend of the 2016 Camrose took
place in the CityNorth Hotel near Dublin. The
England team was Michael Bell and David Gold,
Alexander Allfrey and Andrew Robson, David
Bakhshi and Tony Forrester, npc David Burn.
England’s biggest IMP pick-up came during their
first encounter, against Wales:

´
™
t
®

N/S Game. Dealer East
´ KJ7
™ AQ74
t Q J 10 8 3
® K
Q 10 8 6 3
´ A942
N
J 10 8 2
™ 6
W
E
4
t 9
S
AQ2
® J 10 9 6 5 4 3
´ 5
™ K953
t AK7652
® 87

West
Plackett

North
Gold

Dble
Pass
4´

Redble
3®
5t

East
Pownall
Pass
2®
3´
Pass

5´

Dble

All Pass

South
Bell
1t
2t
Pass
Pass

Bidding five-over-five is not often a winning
tactic, but Richard Plackett knew of a good fit in the
black suits and the vulnerability was in his favour. If
declarer can somehow divine the club position, he
can escape for two down (one down on a singleton
trump lead). What would happen?
Bell led the tK and Gold signalled with the tQ.
A heart to the ace and a low heart return forced
Mike Pownall to ruff. South’s 2t, facing a redouble,
had announced a minimum (but shapely) hand, so
30 English Bridge April 2016

click

by David Bird

link

it was just about possible for declarer to read the
club position correctly. He finessed the ®Q,
however, losing to North’s king. After ruffing the
heart return, he had to play a club to escape for
three down. When he preferred to cash the ´A first,
Gold was able to ruff the second round of clubs
with the ´J, draw East’s last trump and score a heart
trick for +1100. How many IMPs would this bring
in? Let’s see.
West
Allfrey

North

East

South

Richards

Robson

Pottage

Pass

1t

1´

Dble

4´

Pass

Pass

5t

5´

Pass

Pass

6t

All Pass

Bidding six-over-five when you have previously
stopped in five is not often a winning tactic. What
do you make of the 6t bid? Sometimes such a bid
can be justified by ‘Well, we’re not going to get rich
by defending a non-vulnerable 5´, so it may be
better to attempt a below-par vulnerable slam.’
Here, perhaps Richards may have expected a void
spade from his partner, particularly if he took
South’s pass as forcing, encouraging him to bid on.
A spade lead went to the king and ace, the
defenders then claiming their club trick. Allfrey was
eventually squeezed in the majors for one down. 14
IMPs to England.
Right, let’s enjoy some great bidding from
Bakhshi and Forrester, facing Northern Ireland.
Turning to the next hand, what action should
Forrester take when he receives a single raise in
spades? At the other table Rex Anderson bid just 4´.
Forrester asked for more information with a 2NT
relay. Bakhshi could have bid 4™ or 4® with 4-card
support and a singleton in the bid suit. His 4t
suggested no side-suit singleton but excellent
diamonds. He was happy to make such a forward
www.ebu.co.uk

´
™
t
®

Game All. Dealer West
´ K985
™ 43
t A K Q 10 3
® J3
J6
´ 73
N
KQJ5
™ 10 8 7 6 2
W
E
65
t 9874
S
Q 10 9 7 6
® K2
´ A Q 10 4 2
™ A9
t J2
® A854

West
Burns
Pass
Pass
Pass
All Pass

North
Bakhshi
1t
2´
4t

East
Lindsay
Pass
Pass
Pass

South
Forrester
1´
2NT
6´

move because he had already limited his hand with
2´. The slam was easily made and it was 13 IMPs to
England.
After a magnificent performance by our six
players, England was in first place on 85.35 VPs with
a record lead over the second team, on 48.47.
The second weekend was played at Llandrindod
Wells in Wales. The England team was David
Mossop & Alex Hydes, Jason & Justin Hackett,
David Price & Colin Simpson, npc Richard Fleet.
England opened the second weekend with an allout assault against the Auld Enemy from north of
the border.

´
™
t
®

Love All. Dealer East
´ J7
™ K9654
t AKJ63
® A
A8643
´ Q95
N
10 8 3
™ AQ2
W
E
42
t Q975
S
10 7 6
® 854
´ K 10 2
™ J7
t 10 8
® KQJ932

www.ebu.co.uk

West
Mossop
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

North
Gordon
1™
2t
3t
3NT

East
Hydes
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
All Pass

South
Kane
Pass
2®
2NT
3™

This tricky deal provided England with one of
their four double-figure swings in the set.
With a combined 26 HCP and no 8-card fit,
reaching 3NT seems almost inevitable. David
Mossop opened the defence with a low spade lead to
his partner’s nine and declarer’s ten. Declarer
crossed to the ace of clubs, unblocking that suit, and
then tried a low heart towards his jack. Alex Hydes
won with the ™Q and tabled the ´Q,
simultaneously smothering dummy’s jack and
skewering declarer’s king. The defence scored four
spade tricks and two hearts to set the contract by
two, appearing to be a fairly normal result. But, on
the other table, Jason opted for the less aggressive
2™ preference with his second bid, leading to 4™.
East has an almost impossible lead problem. Even
with known diamond length on his right, Short did
not fancy a trump from A-Q-x and settled for a low
spade. In fact, only a club, a low diamond or the
queen of spades keeps the defence in the game.
Declarer played low from dummy and, when East
took his ace, Justin unblocked the jack from his
hand. Declarer won West’s diamond return,
unblocked the club ace, took the spade finesse, and
discarded his three diamond losers on dummy’s
black-suit winners. A diamond to the king returned
the lead to hand, and a heart towards dummy’s jack
now ensured that the defence could only claim two
trump tricks. Ten tricks: +420 and 11 IMPs to
England.
Scotland rallied in the second half of the match,
halving the deficit, but that was still a 30 IMP win
for England, who were off and running again.
England won nine matches out of ten and the
final scores were:
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th

England
Wales
WBU
Ireland
Scotland
N Ireland

Weekend 1
85.35
43.81
48.47
46.19
37.26
38.92

Weekend 2
59.87
62.11
55.12
54.79
39.73
28.38

Total
145.22
105.92
103.59
100.98
76.99
67.30 r
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B R ID G E H A H A
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

13

12
14

15

17

18

19

20

21
23

22

16

Compiled by MERMAN
Answers page 51

11

10
CROSSWORD NO 1

Dear Madam,

9

24
25
ACROSS
1. A card played with gusto - it might
be called for in an emergency (10)
8. Aiming for an ace and bound to
get one (8)
10. Prepared to lose ace to East and
rushes to make it so (5)
11. Handsome partner offers scale but
no defence (4)
13. Pete’s partner’s lead made it
plain (6)
14. A small drink’s taken, presumably
(5)
16. Wrong line turned out to be right
(4)
17. Piece of operatic variation (4)
18. Not a retail arrangement to get
measure of (5)
19. Something to play with good new
partner (6)
22. Flashy pair have final deal to go
over (4)
23. Call out, miss lead, forget to follow
suit (5)
24. Opponents recruit grand slam
champion, right? It’s got one
dribbling (8)

25. Reproduce a green tree (10)

know of
Your readers may wish to
ng
aki
-m
ney
mo
ful
use
y
this ver
e.
eez
wh
rubber
For a long time I played
t of cash
oun
am
all
sm
a
for
e
dg
bri
erset
Som
ned
with an old fashio
an.
apm
Ch
er
Pet
farmer called
playing
He recalled a time when,
ng man,
you
a
as
er
against his fath
eral cry
gen
A
.
7´
d
ene
op
his father
und
aro
up
of astonishment went
said,
er
fath
the
the table to which
too!’
m
the
ke
ma
y
od
blo
‘And bet I

DOWN
ertion and
Peter challenged this ass
1. Vince had pictures, etc., attracting
r you
five
a
you
bet
top dealers - it’s what they like to
said ‘Dad, I
epted
acc
s
wa
work on (9)
ger
wa
The
.’
don’t
denying
2. Copied layout when ace played (4)
T,
7N
after which Peter bid
3. Teams muddle offering queen
y 7´.
pla
to
nce
his father the cha
finesse on occasions, when
and
s
und
po
five
his
He collected
mounted (10)
doubled
10,
off
go
to
4. Meetings where Northampton,
py
hap
s
wa
perhaps, got first five points (6)
and not vulnerable.
5. Fool has scored first point (4)
6. Dressed in blue - always agnostic
Yours faithfully
(10)
7. East’s partner missed no trump
contract, they would have gathered
Andrew Scaramanga
(7)
9. Visiting Prague never excited the
Thanks to Rosanna C for
King’s consort (9)
this snap
12. Perish with club or, with reflection, of a girls’ bridge holi day. Clea
rly a
diamond lead for East (7)
great way to interest new
players.
15. Partners missed less even shuffles
from which a good hand generally
appears (6)
20. Old woman nearly made slam (4)
21. Chat rooms for aces (4)

BR IDG E HA HA
Ed’s birthday bri
dge party with fri
ends fro m
West London Ga
y Bri dge Club

ge archivis ts,
Kindly provided by brid
etins.nl
bull
aily
ged
www.brid

Why not send in funny stories or
pictures to the editor for
consideration in the next issue.
lou@ebu.co.uk

CAPTION COMPETITION

WE received over 100 suggestions for captions to
February’s cartoon. Congratulations to Sue
Muggridge from Selsdon BC who submitted my
t
favourite (see cartoon). She will receive a Presta
other
of
lots
were
There
lates.
choco
box of
excellent ones including, David Bird said you used
to parner the Abbott, from Peter Neville and Ah,
Mr Corbyn. Do you have any strategy on defence?
from David Wolfe.
The next cartoon appears on our cover. Please
,
send your entries to lou@ebu.co.uk by 20th April
ens,
Bowd
e,
Hous
tt
Ragge
r,
Edito
or post to
Langport, TA10 0DD for your chance to win.

New jacket Jeremy? We wondered where the
cloth had gone.

CALENDAR

OF EvENTS

n APRIL 2016
1
4-7
8-10
8-10
8-10
9-10
15-17
15-17
16-17
16-17
22-1
29-3
29-1

Lady Loof Pairs
British Spring Sim Pairs (various
venues)
Devon Congress, Torquay
Coventry Congress
Sussex CCBA Spring Congress
Civic Centre, Uckfield
Portland Bowl Finals
Lady Milne Trophy, Scotland
Scarborough Congress
National Pairs Finals, B’ham
Shropshire Congress, Telford
(page 8)
Lambourne Jersey Festival
(page 21)
Schapiro Spring Foursomes
Stratford-upon-Avon (page 39)
Marsham Court Bridge Holiday
Bournemouth
Cheltenham Congress

n MAY 2016

30-1

3-5 & 9
7
8-13
20-23
20-22
21
21
22
22
22
28-30

EBED Spring Sim Pairs (page 39)
Garden Cities Regional Finals
Excel Bridge, Barnstaple
Excel Bridge, Winchester
Teltscher Trophy, Scotland
Northants GP Pairs
Sussex GP Pairs
Kent GP Teams, Maidstone
Hants IoW GP Teams
Merseyside/Cheshire GP Pairs
Spring Bank Holiday Congress
Stratford-upon-Avon (page 28)

n JUNE 2016
3
3-5
4-5
10-12
11-12
11-12
14-16
16-26
18-19
18-19
18
19
19
25

EBU News
EXTENDING THE LIFE OF PLAYING CARDS
The EBU is concerned at the cost of replacing hundreds of
‘sticky’ playing cards which are otherwise fine. The cards absorb
the sweat and moisture from people’s hands which causes the
problem and cards freqently feel glued together.
Some bridge clubs have solved this problem by asking their
members to wear disposable gloves. They found that playing
cards which were lasting only a few months now lasted for years.
The money saved in playing cards more than covered the cost of
the gloves which are bought in bulk, then recycled.
But that isn’t the only benefit – playing cards can cause cross
infection as germs and viruses are passed on during handling.
The gloves eliminate this and the number of bridge players
with coughs and colds was much reduced over the winter at
these clubs.
According to the EBU’s Club Liaison Officer, most clubs are
finding resistance when the gloves are introduced but members
soon enjoy the benefit from using seemingly ‘new’ playing cards
every week. As many people wear such gloves at work and think
nothing of it, it is not such an imposition as it would seem – you
soon get used to wearing them.
The EBU are going to pilot the idea at their competitions in
April. When you arrive you will simply be asked if you take
small, medium or large. Nitrile gloves will be used so those with
an allergy to latex need not be concerned. We feel sure members
will soon adapt to this new procedure which is environmentally
r
friendly and provides significant benefits all round.

WBF Sim Pairs, various clubs
Yorkshire Congress
Corwen Trophy, Birmingham
Marsham Court Bridge Holiday,
Bournemouth
Pachabo Cup, Birmingham
Oxfordshire Congress
Southern Midweek Congress,
Bournemouth (page 39)
53rd European Teams
Championships, Budapest
Berks & Bucks GP Weekend,
Windsor
President’s Cup, Bradford
Leicester GP Pairs
Bedford GP Pairs
Dorset GP Pairs, Wimborne
Garden Cities Final, Solihull

n JULY 2016
1-3

English Riviera Congress,
Torquay (page 39)
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EBU OffER
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ONLY £16 PER DOZEN

Did you know that you can order online at www.ebu.co.uk
Our prices are very competitive – but if you find any of our
products cheaper elsewhere, please let us know and we will try
and match the price where possible.
Offer ends 30 April. No further discounts
Prices include vAT but not postage

( 01296 397851/317200

E-mail: bridge.shop@ebu.co.uk

www.ebu.co.uk
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From a Grand Master . . .
THE HAND below comes from the Ranked
Masters Pairs played at the end of February. Dave
Robinson and Rob Lawy won the prestigious
Harrison Gray Salver for the Grand Master Pairs
(see photo below). Dave’s analysis of this deal from
session three provides a real insight . . .

´
™
t
®

N/S Game. Dealer South
Contract 3NT by South
´ K 10 4 3
™ AJ
t 9542
® QJ4
QJ75
´ 96
N
3
™ Q9842
W
E
Q J 10 8 7
t 63
S
A52
® 10 9 8 7
´ A82
™ K 10 7 6 5
t AK
® K63

This was a cross-imped event (teams scoring) so
ensuring game contracts were more important than
losing possible overtricks – or so you would have
imagined. Lets start with the Premier Grand
Masters’ way of thinking:
On four tables the tQ was led. Two of the PGMs
looked at the hand and reasoned that if hearts were
3-3 it was 50% likely either player had the ™Q, but
if the hearts were 4-2 they had to lose a trick in the
suit unless West had ™Q. They immediately led a
heart to the jack. This meant one went down as the
diamonds were cleared while West still held the ®A.
The other was lucky – East ducked the ™Q having
thought the Ace was called for. The other two PGMs
took the right line.
In one of the lower ranking events all the
declarers made. Their thinking being less
progressive than the PGMs was as follows – they
had read about the rule of vacant spaces and after all
if West had length in diamonds they were likely to
be short in hearts hence East had it. They cashed the
™A and ran the jack. At least this is what I assume
happened on some tables. Well it works!
36 English Bridge April 2016

The fact is that one-third of declarers were beaten
after the standard lead of the tQ.

SO HOW SHOULD IT HAVE BEEN PLAYED?
Well if West had at least three diamonds and not
five clubs the contract was not far from being
impregnable. At tricks two and three, clubs should
be led and continued. If the Ace is taken and
diamonds continued, with two club tricks in the bag
the ™J would be finessed ensuring three heart tricks
to go with six other winners. If East had a diamond
left the defence could only win two diamonds, the
®A and the ™Q. And if the second club was allowed
to hold? Now declarer plays ™A, then ™J and
running it. If West wins and returns a club all will be
fine as they too will be breaking. The only risk on
this line of play is that West started with long
diamonds, at least five clubs and at least two hearts
including the queen – a highly unlikely position.
I almost got the hand wrong myself. It was only
because at trick one I asked myself what could
possibly go wrong that I avoided the trap. It’s a good
habit to plan the whole hand before playing a card
from dummy and the easier a contract looks the
more we should double check that there are no
r
hidden dangers.

Rob Lawy & Dave Robinson
www.ebu.co.uk

Bridge for Brains
EBED’s scientific project to assess bridge benefits
THERE is a commonly held view that those playing
bridge beyond the age of 60 tend to remain alert
into their 80s and 90s. There is no doubt that bridge
playing requires higher cognitive processes
associated with the frontal areas of the cerebral
cortex. But is it true that the game can help
maintain brain fitness?
There are 850,000 people with dementia in the
UK, with numbers set to rise to over one million by
2025. EBED, the English charity for Bridge
Education and Development, is now taking a
scientific approach to establish whether playing
bridge offers benefits in later life, including delaying
the onset and severity of dementia. With little
scientific investigation so far, EBED is fundraising
to enable a formal scientific evaluation of the topic.

HOW CAN YOU HELP?
All proceeds from the EBED Simultaneous Pairs
events in May and September will go towards
funding EBED’s work. Simply by playing in one of
the Sim Pairs – or by helping your club to organise
a heat – you will be assisting a project which will
make a difference not only to bridge players, but to
the health and wellbeing of the general public.

WHAT DOES THE RESEARCH ENTAIL?
EBED has begun a collaboration with Professor
Samantha Punch (a Scottish international bridge
player) at the University of Stirling to try to
establish how much of the health benefits
recognised from playing bridge are due to the social
interactions provided, and how much is due to the
cognitive activity of playing cards.
There is a sense of purpose and community in a
bridge club and this probably enhances the
wellbeing of those regularly attending. EBED will
undertake an investigation about the social
networks and interactions, to examine measures of
social isolation, sense of community and wider
implications of what bridge adds to the health and
wellbeing of players. Will there be an amplified
effect on the wellbeing of bridge players attending a
www.ebu.co.uk

club compared to those who play bridge online in
social isolation?
EBED is also hoping to undertake a research
project at Imperial College, London that will scan
the brains of bridge players and compare them to
appropriate controls. There has been a revolution in
technology used to image the brain over the last
decade. Functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI) is a relatively new procedure that uses MR
imaging to measure tiny metabolic changes that
take place in an active part of the brain. The fMRI
technology allows scientists to examine the brain in
states of rest and then examine the networks and
connections utilised while undertaking a cogitative
task such as playing cards. It would allow them to
examine the differences in the anatomical structure
and function of the brain in bridge players and nonbridge playing controls.
If the scanning takes place it will be possible to
see, for the first time, which areas of the brain are
activated during a game of bridge. At the end of the
project there would be a quantitative measure of the
possible neurological benefits of bridge.
The different elements of the project would have
benefits to the wider society. We hope it will
demonstrate health care benefits to the general ‘non
playing’ ageing population and encourage new
players into the game. A delay in the onset of the
ageing process by an average of just one year, or a
modest 10-15 per cent improvement in mental
awareness, could generate considerable cost savings.
It would relieve some of the economic burden on
formal services, and reduce the strain on those who
give informal care support.

HOW TO GET INVOLVED
Please encourage your club to take part in one of
EBED’s Sim Pairs events. And then take part in a
heat yourself. Information for clubs on how to
register, and a list of clubs which are taking part, are
available at www.ebu.co.uk/sim-pairs.
For more information on the project please contact
info@ebedcio.org.uk
r
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2016 Overseas Bridge in Cyprus
BILL Gardner, a regular attendee at the EBU’s
Overseas Congress, has given us a wonderful
insight into the latest trip. Thank you Bill.
The Cyprus Congress was the EBU’s 26th
overseas meeting, and l can boast going to 22 of
them. I have been able to play this wonderful game
in many places that l would otherwise never have
visited, and get green points in the warmth while
doing so. Thank you to whoever originally thought
the idea had legs.
The hotel was excellent, nicely placed beside a
pretty beach. Our rooms were very good and the
food was wonderful. Those who know me will
understand that the success of a congress is partly
determined by the number of greens won, but also
by the amount of food eaten, and for this, greens
don’t count. The breakfasts were good, although I
do wish that foreign hotels would get proper bacon
and proper sausages – you know, the ones with meat
in. But the hotel had two people making wonderful
omelettes to order, and there were other staff frying
eggs. No nasty trays of 20 or 30 eggs baking under
the hot lamps for hours which you could use to sole
your shoes. The evening meals provided up to 20
main dishes a night with few repeats. In fact the
food gets a Bill Gardner rating of 4.5 to 4.75 stars
out of 5. Together with the first Madeira Congress,
this was the best for food.
The bridge room had excellent views of the sea
and the hotel staff were quick to supply drink

orders. One anonymous table had just ordered two
double gins and tonic which were delivered in huge
glasses. One of the customers suggested that he
hadn’t wanted the tonic added as he was very
precise with the ratio of gin to tonic. The waitress
handed him a tonic and explained that the huge
measures were gin only. The drinks were wellpriced as the measures were excellent.
Now to the bridge. This was run extremely well by
David and his team of Marilyn and Neil, with Peter
acting as congress manager. The bridge went well
for all sessions bar one, when the Bridgemates
failed. Luckily, Neil’s wife Magic Fingers Winnie was
around to type in the scores from travellers, just like
old times.
The one disappointment was fewer tables. Was
this because it was the third time that the EBU has
been to Cyprus? l am aware that a number of people
have objected to the EBU’s idea of having just three
or four winter venues and a similar number of
summer venues. I find it strange as some objectors
are the same people who I see year after year at the
Jersey Congress, and Jersey is a tiny island compared
to Cyprus.
My partner Dr Nes and I wanted to go to
Northern Cyprus for the day and there were several
shops offering trips. Despite a number of locals
trying to put us off going over the border it was a
very good outing. If the EBU does follow its policy
to limit the number of venues, then this hotel has
r
the Bill Gardner seal of approval.

Photos by Winnie Morley
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SCHAPIRO SPRING
FOURSOMES

SIMULTANEOUS PAIRS

29 April - 3 May 2016
Stratford upon Avon

EBED SPRING PAIRS
3 - 5, 9 May 2016
Run by the EBU on behalf of EBED
British Summer Sim Pairs
25 - 28 July 2016

Whether you end up competing in the

Green
points

main event for the Schapiro Trophy, or
for the consolation Punchbowl Trophy, or
for the Hamilton Cup in the Swiss Teams, this
double-elimination event is one of the best in
the EBU calendar and deservedly attracts many
of the world’s best players.
Due to generous sponsorship, prizes are
approximately twice the normal EBU value.

EBU Comps Dept ( 01296 317 203 / 219

EBED AUTUMN PAIRS
5-9 September 2016
Run by the EBU on behalf of EBED
British Autumn Sim Pairs
3 - 6 October 2016
More information on the EBU website
http://www.ebu.co.uk/sim-pairs

or enter online at www.ebu.co.uk/members

ENGLISH RIVIERA
CONGRESS
1 – 3 July 2016
Riviera Centre, Torquay

Green
points

Swiss Teams (Fri - 2 sessions)
Swiss Pairs (Sat & Sun - 3 sessions)
EBU Comps Dept ( 01296 317 203 / 219
or enter online at www.ebu.co.uk/members

( 0800 0346 246

EBU Accommodation Booking Service

www.ebu.co.uk

SOUTHERN
MIDWEEK CONGRESS
14 - 16 June 2016
Hallmark Hotel,
Bournemouth, Dorset

Green
points

Stratified Championship Pairs (Tues & Wed)
Stratified Swiss Teams (Thurs)

EBU Comps Dept ( 01296 317 203 / 219
or enter online at www.ebu.co.uk/members

( 0800 0346 246

EBU Accommodation Booking Service
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Prize Leads Quiz Answers
Answers to February Problems

click

by Alan Mould

holding consistent with the bidding where leading
the ace costs.
(d) tA: 1 mark. Really? How is this going to work?
Either partner will have to have running diamonds
or the king and can switch to a heart with declarer
having ™K-x only. Hugely against the odds. One
mark for imagination.

Hand 1
´ J52
™ AQJ754
t A7
® 75
West

1™
Pass
1

North
Pass
3NT

East
Pass
All pass

link

HHHHHH

South
1NT1

10-14.

Hand 2
´ 986
™ 10 4
t AQ
® 10 8 7 6 5 4

Choose from: (a) ´2 (b) ™A; (c) ™Q; (d) tA.

(a) ´2: 5 marks. Since neither opponent has shown
a great interest in spades this would certainly be my
second choice if I were not going to lead a heart. But
for this to work partner needs a good spade holding
which is hugely against the odds.
(b) ™A: 10 marks. With partner passing our
opening bid I cannot see us beating this unless I get
my hearts going. Here the ace is clearly better than
the queen. You usually lead the queen from these
kind of suits to maintain communications with
partner so he can return one, but partner is highly
likely never to be on lead. And anyway you have an
ace to get in with so it does not matter. The ace is
superior to the queen because . . .
(c) ™Q: 7 marks. Right suit but the ace is better. At
the table declarer had ™K-x and dummy ™10-x-x-x
so the lead of the Queen gave declarer an extra
stopper. If you think about it there is more or less no

1

West

North

East

Pass
Pass

2t2
4™

Pass
All pass

South
1NT1
2™

12-14; 2 Transfer

Choose from:
(a) a spade; (b) a heart; (c) tA; (d) a club.

This hand was sent to me by Manchester player
Alan Jones and comes from an online game. He
thought it might be an interesting problem and I
agree. It is not a great selection to lead from so
what is best?

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE WINNERS:
Master: Andrew Peel,
Bradford BC,

Open:

David Hull,
London

Leeds

Sponsored by
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(a) a spade: 10 marks. The best lead in my view,
giving us the chance to set up some tricks in
partner’s hand. After all we need at least two tricks
from partner in order to beat this.
(b) a heart: 2 marks. A horrible lead! Firstly dummy
will have at least six trumps and declarer’s shortest
suit is likely to be hearts – it is pretty unlikely he will
be ruffing anything so a trump achieves nothing.
And it might be disastrous – imagine dummy with
™A-J-9-x-x-x and declarer with ™K-x for example,
won’t partner be pleased?
(c) tA: 1 mark. Again just way too aggressive. Every
time declarer has the king that is a cheap trick you
have given away which is unlikely to come back
again.
(d) a club: 6 marks. Well if I wasn’t going to lead a
spade this would be my choice but it is far inferior
to a spade in my view. Firstly it is highly unlikely
you can set up more than one trick in the suit unless partner starts ruffing but declarer may be
able to draw trumps quickly if that looks likely.
Second, you may well set up discards for declarer.
That is what happened at the table when dummy
was 3-6-3-1 with a singleton ®Q and declarer had
®K-J-x so the spade losers went away.

will need to take the heart finesse to you in order to
generate enough tricks and then you cash the spade.
But it could just as likely give away the twelfth trick.
(b) ™2: 1 mark. Really? Giving declarer a cheap trick
in a situation where you KNOW partner has no
high cards. No thanks!
(c) a diamond: 10 marks. This would be my choice.
It gives nothing away and lets declarer get on with it.
If it makes so be it, but at least you have not
committed felo de se.
(d)®8: 3 marks. I don’t like this as it is not as safe as
it looks. Given the opposition have bid 6NT with a
combined 32 count (at most) one or the other may
well have a 5 card suit and this is most likely to be
clubs. Imagine for example dummy’s clubs being
K-Q-10-9-x and declarer’s A-x-x – wouldn’t that be
r
unfortunate …

LONDON WINS
TOLLEMACHE

HHHHHH
Hand 3
´ K Q 10 2
™ K532
t 7652
® 8
West

North

East

Pass
4NT2
Pass
All pass
1
12-14; 2 Natural and invitational

South
1NT1
6NT

Choose from: (a) ´K; (b) ™2; (c) a diamond; (d) ®8.

It would seem that partner has his usual rubber
bridge hand(!) so you will have to beat this on your
own. Moreover your fate may well not be in your
hands – if both major suit aces are in dummy for
example you are not going to beat this. Your
problem is to give yourself the best chance of
beating it if at least one of those aces is in declarer’s
hand – so protect your high cards.
(a) ´K: 6 marks. If I wasn’t going to lead a diamond
this would be my choice. You are hoping declarer
www.ebu.co.uk

London Tollemache team - Franklin To, Willie
Coyle, Graham Orsmond, Rob Cliffe, Kieran
Dyke, Tom Townsend, Mike Bell, Stelio di Bello,
Phil King and Nick Sandqvist (not pictured)

LONDON has won the Tollemache Cup, the
inter-county championships for teams of eight.
They finished on 105 VPs, well ahead of the
field. Kent was second with 86, with Surrey
third with 79.
This was the 20th time that London has won
the event, though it was the first time since
2006 – defending champions Middlesex were
fifth. It was a seventh victory in the competition
for Nick, a fifth for Tom, fourth for Frank, and
third for Rob – all others were winning for the
r
first time.
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Traps for the Unwary

Opener’s rebid
THIS issue we turn our attention to the opening
bidder, who, whilst faced with a fairly easy choice on
the first round can often find himself end-played
later on.
Let’s look first at the simple idea of rebidding
your own suit.
In traditional Acol, hands with a long suit were
grouped into three categories. Hands of about eight
tricks would open a strong two, hands with about
seven tricks would open one of their suit and rebid
three and hands of about six tricks were a normal
opening bid.
Nowadays strong twos have gone the way of the
sabre-toothed tiger – feared and respected, but seen
by no-one. Hands of eight tricks are either opened
with a game force initially or opened at the one level
and then driven to game facing a response.
Hands of seven tricks still follow the general rule
though and they open at the one level and then
jump rebid in their own suit to invite game. The

NO JUNIOR TEACH-IN
English Bridge Education and

click

by Michael Byrne

link

point range for such bids is about 16-17, with some
good 15s thrown in along the way, and the odd poor
18 as well.
Obviously you need to look at a lot of factors that
make a hand, as a partial fit with partner,
intermediate cards and honour structure are all just
as important as point count. The point about
intermediate cards is easily seen if you consider
having a small singleton in partner’s suit. You are
much more likely to be able to develop tricks with
A-K-10-9-8-2 than A-K-6-5-4-3.
When you make a jump rebid in your own suit
partner can pass, you are inviting game but not
forcing. However if he does bid on then the auction
becomes game forcing, so, for example, a raise of 3®
to 4® would be a slam try.
Let’s see which of these hands fall into the various
categories. In each case you open your longest suit
and partner responds 1´. What do you rebid?
´
™
t
®

Hand 1
J5
AQ7643
K64
AJ

´
™
t
®

Hand 2
K43
6
A43
A K J 10 7 4

´
™
t
®

Hand 3
KQ
5
AKJ874
QJ53

Development has decided that it
will not be holding the 2016
Junior Teach-In. A number of the
regular teachers are involved with

´
™
t
®

Hand 4
Q2
KQ3
AQ
K95432

´
™
t
®

Hand 5
AQ3
KJ4
AKJ9732
–

other events over the summer,
making it impossible to find a date
when the usual high level of
teaching and competitions can
be provided.
The event will return in 2017.
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Hand 1 is a classic example of a ‘bad 15’. It has a
mediocre suit with terrible intermediate cards and
two feeble jacks alongside a dull 6-3-2-2 shape. A 2™
bid is more than enough and there is no danger of
missing game if partner passes.
Hand 2 on the other hand is brimming with
playing strength. The spade holding makes game
quite likely, the club suit is self-supporting and the

www.ebu.co.uk

hand also has two aces and two kings, very crisp in
terms of controls. A 3® bid will encourage partner
to bid on, though he can pass on poor hands.
Hand 3 has the strength and the suit to bid 3t but
6-4 hands should try and show their second suit
unless it is really unpalatable. It’s true that bidding
2® might occasionally lead to the wrong part-score
when partner leaves you there, but it will normally
lead to the right game when partner has enough to
bid on. In particular you will be able to bid
diamonds again to show 6-4 and the heart weakness
should come to light.
Hand 4 has the strength to bid 3® but the suit is
awful. It will mislead partner to state you have seven
tricks with clubs when in fact your hand is
composed of stoppers and tenaces and a poor
anchor suit. The best rebid is 1NT (15-17) to make
sure all of those honours are led round to.
Hand 5 is a very strong hand, close to an Acol two
from days gone by. The fact it is 7-3-3-0 rather than
6-3-3-1 is almost certainly worth another trick, and
the danger of rebidding just 3t is that partner will
pass, not appreciating what an amazing collection
you actually have.
Give him a modest hand such as
´KJ972 ™Q73 t65 ®754
And he should pass 3t, when in fact 6´ has a
play! (Not much of one on a club lead, but it’s of
little compensation when you’re in a part-score)
The hand should force to game and make sure
you get the most of its assets. Having said that . . .
what to rebid?
´
™
t
®

AQ3
KJ4
AKJ9732
–

1t-1´ -?

There is a simple solution
and that is to rebid 2™ as a
reverse. You might be shocked
and appalled that I am
suggesting that a three card suit provides the bid but
look at the advantages:

•
•
•

2™ is forcing
It shows at least five diamonds
You will quickly find out if you and partner
have an eight card fit – in spades.

The last point is subtle but helpful. If partner
raises hearts then he will have four cards, and thus
he will have five spades – holding 4-4 in the majors
partner must respond 1™ to 1t not 1´.

www.ebu.co.uk

And, however many hearts he raises you to, you
can always put him back to spades!
Note that the bid of 2™ is not a ‘psyche’, it is a
simple natural bid showing a heart suit. The fact
that your suit is only three cards in length is nothing
to be ashamed of – Acol was built on the
foundations of bidding length and strength and
exploring hands naturally. This is what you are
doing. If when your dummy goes down you get
disapproving looks from your opponents, simply hand
them this article and then send them to me.

The dos and don’ts of opener’s rebid
Do

•

look carefully at every aspect of your
hand, both the points and the shape.
make sure you consider whether or not
your bid is forcing. If you don’t want
partner to pass then don’t rebid your
own suit.
Don’t
be afraid to bid a three card suit if it is
the best description of your hand.
worry about bidding no trumps on
6-3-2-2 if the points are mostly outside
r
your long suit.

•

•
•

DISCIPLINARY HEARING HELD
A DISCIPLINARY hearing was held recently to
consider the charge that Mrs N Bainbridge,
from Rugby Village Club, knowingly used the
facility provided by the National Grading
Scheme to opt out of certain sessions after the
event had taken place. Mrs Bainbridge admitted
the fact that she had done this to an EBU Board
member at a meeting where other county
representatives were present.
The charge was admitted by the defendant
and the disciplinary committee accepted the
plea. It was decided to issue a reprimand to Mrs
Bainbridge based on the belief that there was no
dishonest intent and on the mitigation put
forward. The Disciplinary Committee wished
the findings to be published.
r
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Who, what, where, why?
Brand new sleuth’s quiz
by Ron Klinger

click
link

QUIZ
N/S Game. Dealer West.
´ 5
™ AQJ3
t J74
® AKJ63
´ 642
™ 9876
N
t
t 10 9 5
E
® Q 10 8

1 What holding in spades do West and South start
with (there may be alternatives)?
2 What is the maximum number of hearts that
South holds, and the minimum partner has?
3 What is the likely point range of West’s and
South’s hands? Which honour cards can you place?
4 N-S have four tricks so far. How many more
tricks do they have off the top?

ASSUME standard Acol bidding, playing a weak no
trump:
West

North

1´
Dble
Pass
Dble
All Pass

East

2´!
Pass

South

Pass
3NT

YOU ARE SITTING EAST
The ´10 lead was won by South with the queen.
Declarer played the ™10, covered by the king and the
ace. Then came ®A, ®K and a third club, won by
East, with West discarding a spade.

5 If East now leads a diamond, how many
diamond tricks could E-W take? Would a diamond
lead set up a trick for declarer?
6 Would you expect West to have a distributional
hand – at least two doubletons? Where would any
shortages lie?
7 Draw out the likely hands for South and West,
using x for the spot cards.
8 What should East do now?

r

Answers on page 50
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Bidding Quiz

Beat Today’s Experts

by David Bird
click

Answers to Problems on Page 29
1. E/W Game. Dealer West
´
™
t
®

A 10 8 7 2
A
K9
A Q 10 6 5

N
W E
S

West
Gill
1´
3®

´
™
t
®

6
Q5432
A 10 7 5 3
42

East
Beauchamp
1NT
3NT

We start at a semi-final of the Australian
National Open Teams. What should Peter
Gill rebid after his partner’s 1NT response?
His hand has great potential if a fit can be
found. Even so, it seems to me that 3® is an
exaggerated description. David Beauchamp

link

had no fit for either suit and was forced to rebid 3NT, a near
hopeless contract that went two down.
A 2® rebid looks better to me. If partner passes, you are
unlikely to miss a game. You will also give him a chance to
bid two of a red suit.
Would they do better at the other table?
West
De Livera
1´
3®
4´

East
Hinge
1NT
3´

Er . . . not noticeably. East’s 3´ rebid is hard to fathom and
they were three down in 4´. Many players open 1´ with 5-5
shape in the black suits. After the alternative start of 1®-1™1´-1NT, it should be possible to stop short of game.
Awards: 1NT (10), 2® (8), 2´ (7), 2NT (6)
3´ (4), 3NT (3), 4´ (1)

2. N/S Game. Dealer West
´
™
t
®

KQ95
–
10 8 3
AK7643

West
Gawel
1®
4™
5´
6t

N
W E
S

North
Busse
3™
Pass
Pass
Pass

´
™
t
®

A J 10 8 4 2
A983
A
85

East
Jagniewski
3´
4NT
5NT
7´

South
Pilch
Pass
Pass
Pass

We move now to the Polish Premier League.
Wojciech Gawel is too strong to rebid just 4´
and chooses 4™ instead. Rafal Jagniewski can
now visualize a truckload of trump tricks
heading his way (six in his hand, maybe, and
www.ebu.co.uk

several heart ruffs in dummy). He fires the RKCB rocket and
hears of two keycards (´K and ®A) plus the ´Q. This leaves
him with just one potential loser, the second club in his hand.
5NT asks for kings and, for them, the 6t response shows a
count of side-suit kings rather than a specific king. On this
deal is doesn’t matter because the tK would be equally good
for a club discard. Jagniewski duly bids 7´, which is easily
made.
At the other table the East-West system dictated an opening bid of 1´ from West and North overcalled 3™. Four more
bids from Boguslaw Pazur and Marek Wójcicki saw them in
the grand slam too: 4®-5™-6t-7´. I have not yet heard back
from Poland as to the meaning of 4®, but the auction was
wondrous to behold anyway!
Awards: 7´ (10), 6´ (6), games (3)
April 2016 English Bridge
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3. E/W Game. Dealer East

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

K5
A543
KQ986
Q2

North
East
Marashev Damyanova
1NT
Pass
2´
Pass
4t

South
Tsonchev
Pass
Pass
Pass

J8632
10
A J 10 4
K J 10

West
Aronov
2™
3t
5t

Q 10 9 4
862
72
A976
N
W E
S

´
™
t
®

A7
KQJ97
53
8543

The deal comes from the Balkan Championship, with two
teams from Bulgaria in opposition. Diana Damyanova opens
a 14-16 point 1NT. Noting that two of his jacks are enriched
by adjacent tens, Victor Aronov is willing to head for game.
His 2™ transfer bid shows spades and he continues with 3t,
forcing to game. What should East bid now?
Some players would try 3™, unwilling to go past 3NT. West
would then bid the no trump game, as they did at the other
table, and a heart lead would quickly dispatch this contract.
Damanyova is happy to raise the diamonds and the vastly
superior diamond game is reached.
North leads a heart, won with dummy’s ace, and Aronov
plays the ®2 to the king and ace. A spade switch would put
declarer to a guess, but North plays another heart and the
game is made for a 13 IMP gain.
Awards: 5t (10), 4t/3t/1NT (6), 4´/3NT (5)
other part-scores (4)

4. Game All. Dealer West

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®
A7
982
AQJ876
72

West
De Botton
1t
2t
5´

10 8
Q 10 7 6 3
4
K9643
N
W E
S

´
™
t
®

North
Byrne
Pass
Pass
Pass

´
™
t
®

KJ432
AKJ5
K9
A8

Q965
4
10 5 3 2
Q J 10 5
East
Malinowski
1´
4NT
7NT

South
Dyke
Pass
Pass

It’s not an easy life, choosing deals for this
column. If I feature immaculate auctions to
the best contract, it becomes difficult for
readers to ‘beat the experts’. If instead I feature
poor auctions, I risk annoying the experts.
Still, the mistakes made on this deal from the
Premier League are instructive. Here goes!
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What does East know about the slam prospects when the
RKCB response shows two aces and the tQ? It is likely that
West holds six diamonds but not certain (she may have 2-45-2 shape). Even so, only 11 top tricks can be counted. Grand
slams should not be bid on hope. Apart from that, 7t may
well be a better contract. It may allow the spades to be
established with a ruff. Justice was served when 7NT went
one down. 7t can be made by establishing the spades and
taking a heart finesse when only three spade tricks
materialize.
West
Lamford
1t
2t
2´

North
Townsend
Pass
Pass
Pass

East
Cooke
1´
2™
3t

South
Sandqvist
Pass
Pass

2™ is forcing and 2´ is West’s best next move. As I see it,
3t should then be forcing. Paul Lamford disagreed and three
overtricks were scored.
Awards: 6t (10), 7t (7), 6NT (5), games (4)
part-scores/7NT (0)

www.ebu.co.uk

5. E/W Game. Dealer South

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

AJ973
–
9532
KQ84

6542
AQJ5
84
J72

´
™
t
®

N
W E
S

´
™
t
®

Q8
876
AQ7
A 10 9 6 3

K 10
K 10 9 4 3 2
K J 10 6
5

West
de Tessières

North
Sylvan

East
L’Huissier

2´
4NT

4™
Pass

Dble
6®

South
Wrang
2™ (10-13)
Pass

6. N/S Game. Dealer North
´
™
t
®

AJ72
A543
10
Q 10 9 8

West
Zmuda
Dble

N
W E
S

North
Wackwitz
3t
Pass

´
™
t
®
East
Brede
Pass
4´

Q 10 9 3
10 8 2
3
AKJ76
South
Groenland
Pass

The deal comes from a 6-table trial match between France
and Sweden. Nicolas L’Huissier can only double on the East
cards. What should West’s reaction be? Godefroy de Tessières
judged well not to pass. The recompense from 4™ doubled
would be a paltry +100 (and a catastrophic -590 if West were
to lead the ´A). West’s choice was an Unusual 4NT. Scoring
+620 in 5® would have been a satisfactory outcome but the
French East did even better, bidding 6®. Declarer ruffed the
™10 lead and soon had 13 tricks before him. N-S were left
wishing that they had sacrificed in 6™.
The other auction was (1™) 1´ (3™) Dble, (4™) 4NT
(Pass) 5® for 13 IMPs away.
Awards: 6® (10), 5® (7), 4´ (5), 4™ doubled by South (3)

The U25 Womens teams of Netherlands and Poland face
each other in the European Youth Championships. East is
not strong enough to double in the second seat, but West can
‘add a king’ in the protective seat. She doubles and East
jumps to game in her 4-card major. The contract was made
when South held the ´K (as was likely after the 3t opening).
In 5® you would lose the same tricks (two hearts and a
diamond), going one down.
At the other table South raised pre-emptively to 4t on
´K-8-5 ™Q-J-9-7-6 tQ-J-7-6 ®2 and bought the contract
undoubled for minus 100 and 8 IMPs.
Awards: 4´ (10), 4® (6), 5®/3t by North (3)

Bidding Tips
wary of making a jump shift on the opener’s cards. A simple rebid in a new suit is rarely passed
• Be
and leaves more bidding space.
not bid grand slams unless you can count 13 tricks or know for sure that the odds of 13 tricks
• Do
will be worthwhile. Surprisingly often, the opponents will not even bid a small slam.
a transfer start such as 1NT-2™, 2´-3t, do not be afraid of raising the minor. Partner should
• After
not introduce a minor (rather than bidding 3NT) unless he is happy to hear a raise.
r
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In their footsteps . . .

The Bakhshi family
DAVID and Heather Bakhshi are well known
bridge players, with David playing regularly for
England. Together, David and Heather have done
the seemingly impossible . . . they have children
who play bridge . . . and not just the odd game . . .
Liam Sanderson (16) and Jasmine Bakhshi (11)
have played for the English Junior teams many
times with great success. How have they done it?
What age did you start learning bridge?
Jasmine: I started playing with my family when I
was nine years old.
Liam: I started learning bridge when I was about
nine years old. I remember watching David on
Vugraph and playing BridgeMaster hands on BBO.
Heather: My father loved bridge but did not play
much when my brothers and I were growing up. I
was in my early thirties when I first learned. I read
loads of bridge books and signed up for weekly
lessons with Corrine Poitou, and she encouraged
me to play duplicates. I loved it.
David: Neither of my parents played bridge, but
when I was 15, I was introduced to the game by one
of my school teachers, Ian Johns.
Do you play social bridge at home or are you
always OUT playing bridge?
David:
Before Liam and Jasmine became
interested I didn’t play any social bridge, but we
now play a few hands at home when the kids want
to get some extra practice.
Do you have siblings who don’t play?
Jasmine: I live with my brother and parents and
together we have a perfect four.
Is it difficult to keep even tempers when playing
with siblings and family?
Liam: The first time I played with Jasmine I felt
quite stressed because I wanted her to do well.
Normally I don’t have any trouble staying calm
regardless of who I partner.
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David and Heather - how did you manage to whet
their appetites?
Heather: I think introducing bridge as part of
regular family games at home has encouraged them
to view the game as fun. Some of my most cherished
childhood memories are of my family playing card
games and board games. Thus, I’ve tried to do the
same for Liam and Jasmine. Bridge is one of many
games we play as a family.
The introduction of the U15 squad last year was
enormously motivating for both of them. Meeting
other children their own age who play bridge has
been terrific. I hope the EBU continues to support
this age group.
Have you managed to persuade friends initially
made outside the bridge world to join in?
Jasmine: Yes, I have been encouraging a group of
my school friends who are keen to learn.
Liam: Yes, I have encouraged several friends at
school, some of them have joined the England
Junior squad.
Do you play bridge at school? Is it thought very cool
to have played for England at such young ages?
Liam: At school, I play regularly in the evenings
with a few friends. If we don’t have four, we will play
on BBO with a robot. This year we have a Friday
bridge club for the first time where we play socially
and in organised matches versus other schools.
Students and teachers are always positive and
interested about competitive bridge.
What do you like most about playing bridge? How
would you recommend getting children your age to
learn how to play bridge?
Jasmine: Because my Dad teaches and plays
bridge I have met lots of very nice people who he
knows. Since I’ve been playing junior bridge myself,
I’ve now started making lots of my own friends and
I am really enjoying the social side of the game.
Liam: I enjoy the puzzle-solving aspect of the
www.ebu.co.uk

game as well as the social element. I’ve met many
great people in the junior squads.
I think more kids would be interested if they
could be taught by young and vibrant teachers who
are passionate for the game.
David, tell us about teaching the children bridge.
I think it was inevitable that they would both try
playing at some point. We started by playing some
minibridge, then introduced bidding as they
increased their confidence in their ability to win lots
of tricks.
I feel the main thing is not to push children into
playing if they are not interested or ready. As soon
as they decide they want to play it will be impossible
for them not to be hooked!
What are your favourite subjects at school?
Jasmine: History and Maths are the subjects that
I am most passionate about.
Liam: I am currently in my GCSE year but I have
made my A-Level selections. I plan to take Maths,
Further Maths, History and Economics.
Do you play other games?
Jasmine: We have family games nights where we
play Cluedo, Uno and Perudo. Liam often insists
that we play some bridge too! I also enjoy playing
tennis and netball, and I play both of these sports
for my school.
Liam: Like Jasmine, I also like family games
nights. My favourite X-box game is FIFA and I am
confident of winning my house FIFA competition at
school. I enjoy watching and playing football.
Do you think you will make a career out of bridge,
or pursue a different path keeping bridge as a
strong hobby?
Jasmine: I think I will always have bridge as a fun
thing to do in my spare time. At the moment, I’m
hoping that I can do something that involves horses.
Liam: I am most likely to pursue a different
career path. However, I expect bridge will always be
a strong part of my life.
What are your favourite types of family holidays?
Jasmine: That’s a tricky one! I’m very lucky
because I’ve been on some fun European trips with
my Dad, but I also love going to America to visit my
grandma. When I’m there I get to go to horseback
riding camp and see lots of my American friends
r
and family.
www.ebu.co.uk

CLUB PLAYER’S
BIDDING QUIZ
ON EACH of the following problems, you are
West. What should you bid with each hand on
the given auction at pairs, Love All?
click
Julian Pottage gives his answers on
link
page 62.
Hand 1
´ 96
™ A Q 10 4
t73
® A Q 10 8 5

W
1®
?

N
Pass

E
1´

S
Pass

Hand 2
´A
™ A9
t A K Q 10 9
®KQJ86

W

N
4´

E
Pass

S
Pass

Hand 3
´ KQ653
™ A 10 6 3
t93
® 10 8

W

N

1´
?

Pass

E
1®
3®

S
1™
Pass

Hand 4
´ Q J 10 9 5
™K
tKJ94
® AQ9

W
1´
?

N
Pass

E
1NT

S
Pass

Hand 5
´ A653
™–
tAK73
® K9875

W

N
1t
1´

E
Pass
3®

S
1™
3t

N
Pass

E
1´

S
Pass

Hand 6
´A
™942
t A K J 10 4 2
®A86

?

Dble
?

W
1t
?
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Who, what, where, why?
Sleuth’s answers to page 44
by Ron Klinger

click
link

´
™
t
®

N/S Game. Dealer West.
5
AQJ3
J74
AKJ63

N
E

´
™
t
®

642
9876
10 9 5
Q 10 8

ASSUME standard Acol bidding, playing a weak no
trump:
West

North

1´
Dble
Pass
Dble
All Pass

East

2´!
Pass

South

Pass
3NT

YOU ARE SITTING EAST

The ´10 lead was won by South with the queen.
Declarer played the ™10, covered by the king and the
ace. Then came ®A, ®K and a third club, won by
East, with West discarding a spade.

1. What holding in spades do West and South have
(there may be alternatives)?
West cannot have a strong hand so must have at
least five or six spades. South’s no trump bid implies
plenty of spade guards. The lead suggests the 10-9
plus just one honour above. It cannot have been
Q-10-9, or A-Q-10-9 as declarer has shown the
queen. The 10 denies the jack, so West has either
A-10-9 or K-10-9 at the top. West must have either
A-10-9-x-x-(x) or K-10-9-x-x-(x), leaving South
with K-Q-J-(x) or A-Q-J-(x).
2. What is the maximum number of hearts that
South holds, and the minimum partner has?
South is likely to have at least two hearts, but
could not have four or he would have ventured
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hearts after partner’s double. This leaves West with
the remaining two or three.
3. What is the likely point range of West’s and
South’s hands? Who holds what?
North’s second double promises extra values - at
least 16 points, so South must have around 9 points
to go 3NT. So, the missing 22 points must be
divided 12(W)-10(S) or 13(W)-9(S). West has
shown either the A or K of spades, the K of hearts so
his remaining points can only be the A-K or A-Q of
diamonds. South must therefore hold the K or Q of
diamonds.
4. N-S have four tricks so far. How many more
tricks do they have off the top?
Declarer can take two more club tricks and two
more heart tricks, and possibly the ´A, making nine
tricks.
5. If East now leads a diamond, how many
diamond tricks could E-W take? Would it set up a
trick for declarer?
E-W can only take two diamond tricks before
setting up a trick for declarer.
6. Would you expect West to have a distributional
hand – at least two doubletons? Where would any
shortages lie?
West looks likely to have a distributional hand as
he has just 12 or 13 points. With a clearly lousy five
card spade suit he might have opened 1NT. So he is
either 5-4-2-2 or 6-3-2-2. Either way, he is too
distributional to open 1NT. If West has a five-card
spade suit he has another doubleton, and another
four card suit. If West had four hearts declarer
would have only one and a five-card diamond suit.
Would he still have bid no trumps? It is more likely
that West has a doubleton heart. If West has six
spades and a known doubleton club, the remaining
cards are likely to be 3-2. If they were 4-1, the four
must be diamonds as West has two honours in the
suit. But again a singleton heart would give declarer
www.ebu.co.uk

four hearts and he would have bid them. So West is
marked with a doubleton club and heart, and either
three or four diamonds.
7. Lay out the likely hands for West and South,
using x for the spot cards.
This leaves the hands as follows:
´
™
t
®

West
Axxxx
Kx
AQxx
xx

´
™
t
®

South
KQJx
10 x x
Kxx
xxx

reasonably place East with the tQ and West with
the tA. East must lead another heart to put declarer
on the table, and leave the decision to him. Declarer
takes his eight tricks and has to decide whether to
play a heart or a diamond. A heart exit puts East on
lead where a diamond from an expected Q-x-x-x, or
a switch back to spades would give declarer the
contract. A diamond exit would fail with the
anticipated split honours. In this instance it is the
heart exit which the declarer reasonably chooses one down!
This was the full deal:
N/S Game. Dealer West.

OR
´
™
t
®

West
Kxxxxx
Kx
A K/Q x x
xx

´
™
t
®

South
AQJ
10 x x
K/Q x x
xxx

´
™
t
®

8. What should East do now?
East can see that South can always come to either
a spade or a diamond whatever spade holding he
has just by playing on the diamonds . . . unless . . .
South thinks East has the diamond queen. Unaware
of the audacity of the 2´ raise, declarer could

´
™
t
®
A 10 9 8 7
K5
AQ32
42

8

3

2

C O A S
A

S

10

R E

P

I

4

5

R

D C D E

13

S

T O A S
A R

19

B R

S
T
15

14
17

I

I
I

A

T
S

S
18

L

20

D G E

9

N G E G
11

B E A U
E

P P

E

16

L
I
E

I

E N

T R E
21

F

L O U D R E V O K E
24

E D S

L A V E R E R

25

R E G E N E
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´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

642
9876
10 9 5
Q 10 8

KQJ3
10 4 2
K86
975

´
™
t
®

A
–
AQ3
–

–
3
J74
–
N
E

W
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

–
8
10 9 5
–

KQ
–
K8
–

S V

23

22

E
S

´
™
t
®

7

T G U A R D

E D Y

12

6

N
W

After South takes his eight tricks the cards are as
follows:

Answers to crossword on page 32
1

5
AQJ3
J74
AKJ63

R A T E

On this layout a heart exit from North fails, but if
East holds the tQ a diamond exit fails.
The deal comes from an Australian National
Open Teams. Australia’s Tim Seres described it as
‘Give declarer enough rope’.
r
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ENGLISH/SWEDISH TEAM
SECOND IN EUROPEAN
WINTER GAMES

European Winter Games runners-up. Phil
King, Andrew McIntosh, Peter Bertheau
(Swedish), Gunnar Hallberg
Andrew (Bertie) Black (cap), Willie Whittaker

A PREDOMINANTLY English team were
the runners-up in the first European Winter
Games, held in Monaco in early February.
They are pictured receiving their medals
r
(picture from the EBL Facebook site).

LICENSED BRIDGE
When you see the ‘LB’ sign in an
advertisement in the magazine, it
means
that:

•

The organisers of the holiday have applied for,
and received, a licence from the EBU.

•

They may choose to give master points in
accordance with EBU scales.

•

These master points will be accepted and added
to player records.

•

The bridge will be played in line with EBU
regulations and bye laws, thus affording all players
the protection of playing within the jurisdiction of
the EBU.

All County events advertised have an EBU licence.
NOTE: Any events licensed by another National
Bridge Organisation will not be able to have master
points credited to members’ records save for Wales,
Scotland and Northern Ireland with
whom the EBU have a reciprocal
agreement.
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LETTERS TO THE
EDITOR

AUSTERITY fOR TEAMS
In a time of austerity, should the
EBU examine its subsidy of the
England teams? The high and
increasing costs of national
competitions drive tournament
players away and most of the
England players can, I’m sure,
well afford to pay their own
expenses. I believe there are
others of a similar standard who
would be willing to take their
place and play for free. The EBU
could also seek sponsorship
which would be available if these
international events had any
serious public interest. By all
means have a limited hardship
fund which players can apply for
and if possible continue to
support the juniors in the
interests of the future of bridge.
Paul Chapman

OPT-OUT WHEN HOSTING
Many of your members will feel
vindicated by the announcement
in the Feb issue regarding the
opt-out for hosts. When the NGS
system was introduced there was
concern it would discourage
members from arranging both
occasional partnerships, and
from helping new and less
experienced players because of
the adverse impact on their NGS
rating. The EBU response was
dismissive! - but now recognises
the facts that have emerged via
clubs up and down the country –
and the damage already done.
However, moving on, if
unfamiliarity for the host is
justification for opt-out it is
surely indefensible to deny the
www.ebu.co.uk

Send your letters to the editor,
Lou Hobhouse, Raggett House, Bowdens, TA10 0DD, or e-mail lou@ebu.co.uk
(please include your postal address)
The editor reserves the right to condense letters. Publication does not mean the
EBU agrees with the views expressed or that the comments are factually correct.

same dispensation to ordinary
members when arranging casual
partnerships so long as both
players agree. Unquestionably
this will benefit the EBU in
developing bridge at grass roots
level as newer players are
encouraged to play with more
experienced members.
F Vickers
The option for hosts to choose not
to have their results graded has
been there from the beginning.
Having played myself as a host for
several years without ever
choosing to opt out, my experience
is that players’ concerns in this
regard are unjustified – my NGS
was just as likely to go up as down
when I played with unknown
partners. There is no intention to
remove the option as long as it is
not abused, but nor is there any
likelihood of extending it.
Gordon Rainsford

MONEY RAISED fROM SIMS
In January I played in the Sim
Pairs event, as I usually do, and
asked how the additional money
raised was used and by whom.
Nobody could give me an
answer.
Could you please tell me how
much is raised, how it is used
and who determines how it is to
be used.
Maurice Watkins
The two SIMS in May and
September, which were EBU Sims,
are now run for the benefit of EBED
and all monies raised after expenses
go to the charity. The next EBED
SIM is to raise money for Dementia

Research (see page 37). There are
four SIMS which were run by BGB
until 2012 and are now run by the
EBU with funds distributed, in
proportion to entry, to the national
organisations. Funds raised after
taking into account expenses are
available for spending as the board
decides. Generally this is on items
that would have to be funded
another way if there were not SIM
pairs income.There are other specific
SIMS such as the Bridge England
SIMS which raised money for Junior
Internationals this year, specifically
the new U16 category. The total
amount raised after expenses was
about £55k in 2014/15. Detail can
be seen on the published financial
statements on the website.
Jeremy Dhondy - EBU Chairman

PRO CAUGHT IN DISGUISE
In February’s issue, the photo of
the presentation of the Tony
Berry Trophy has a third figure
lurking in the corner. It’s my
belief that it is Paul Bowyer in
disguise wearing a neck-tie. Can
this be true?
Nick Daniels
Yes, guilty as charged. The disguise is
a cunning one and Nick did well to
see through it. My wife deemed my
usual attire (a rugby shirt and old
trousers) inappropriate for a visit to
the House of Lords. Naturally, as a
married man, I did what I was told
and rooted out a jacket and tie from
the back of an old wardrobe.
I shall try photo-bombing the
next Tony Berry award presentation
and see if anyone notices that. Could
be an annual competition . . .

Paul Bowyer
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COUNTY NEWS
You will find your County’s ‘Local Results’ (if submitted) and obituaries (in our ‘In Memoriam’
column) in the online magazine (page 67 onwards). These pages are also available as a standalone pdf in the English Bridge Section of the website and at www.ebu.co.uk/ click
documents/magazine/county-extra.pdf. We would also encourage you to visit your County link
website for up-to-date news and results. The websites are given in each county report.
Cornwall

Avon
www.avoncba.org.uk
AT THE EBU Overseas Congress in Cyprus
Sue O’Hara & Jan Duncan won the Ladies
Pairs and Sue with Nelson Stephens came 3rd
in the Swiss Pairs.
Trevor Ward & Rob Lawy were in the
team which came third in the Senior
Camrose Trials.
Diary dates: Avon Mixed Pairs, 14 Apr. County AGM &
Handicap Pairs, 22 May.

Bedfordshire
www.bedsbridge.co.uk
IAIN Roberts & Alan Oddie formed half of the
Southwell team coming 2nd in the National
Swiss Teams on 17 Jan. In the Bridge England
Sim Pairs, Iain and Alan were also 2nd
nationally while playing at Milton Keynes on 3
Feb with a score of 68.1%. Janet & Derek Marsh were 7th
overall (out of 445 pairs) in the recent ECats Charity Sim
Pairs for Syrian Children while playing at Leighton Buzzard
BC on 25th Jan, scoring 69%.
Diary dates: Charity Pairs, 10 Apr, 1.00pm, Wilstead.
BBA AGM followed by Sim Pairs, 5 May, 7.00pm, Wardown
BC. BBA Champions’ Trophy, 26 May, 7.30pm. Qualifiers will
be listed on the BBA website and also emailed individually
where their email address is known.

www.bridgewebs.com/cornwall
THE CORNWALL Congress will be held at the
Falcon Hotel in delightful Bude on 9-11 Sep.
Championship Pairs will be held on the Friday,
followed by two Green-Pointed Swiss events.
Diary dates: Ladies’ & Men’s Pairs, 24 Apr, Ladock.

Cumbria
www.bridgewebs.com/cumbria/
Diary dates: Friendly match v Westmorland Sun 19 June,
Pearse McNamara - friendly match v Lancashire, Sun 10 July,
Barrow Club. Green Point Swiss Teams and Pairs, 24-25 Sep,
Castle Green Hotel, Kendal.

Derbyshire
www.bridgewebs.com/derbyshire
TWO MEMBERS of Allestree Bridge Club have
recently reached their 95th birthdays. Ethel
Halls, 95 on 21 Jan, has been playing bridge for
50 years and has played at the Allestree Club for
the past 20 years. Ethel plays bridge three times a week. Judy

Berks and Bucks
www.bridgewebs.com/bbcba
SALLY Brock & Barry Myers recently had two
notable successes. Their team was runner-up in
the Gold Cup and also members of the team that
won the trials to represent England in the
Teltscher Trophy (the Senior Camrose) in May.
Congratulations also to Colin Simpson who was in the
winning team in the trials to represent England in the
European Championships in June.

Channel Islands
www.cwgsy.net/community/cicba/
HOWARD Basden-Smith & Sue Rankin won the
Mixed Pairs on a split tie at the EBU Cyprus
Congress. They also came third in the Swiss Teams
playing with Chris Hill and Jane Knight.
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Ethel Halls and Judy Holland enjoy their 95th birthdays. They
are both regular players at Allestree Club, Derbyshire

Holland was 95 in November. Judy started to play bridge
when she was called up to the army in 1939 at the age of 18
and now plays twice a week.
Diary dates: DCBA Mixed Pairs, 6 Apr. Vic Morris Cup
Round 1 (pivot teams of four, initial losers from round one
go into the consolation plate event), 20 Apr. Midlands Mixed
Pairs and Flitch, 1 May. DCBA AGM, 5 May. Summer Swiss

www.ebu.co.uk

teams of four, 31 Mar - 31 Aug (any number of sessions) and
Summer Swiss Pairs, starting 18 May for six sessions.
Details of all events scheduled by our county association
can be found on http://www.bridgewebs.com/derbyshire.

Devon
www.devonbridge.co.uk
THE DEVON Club Teams of Eight was won by
Torquay A (Peter Bowles, Mike Orriel, Ian
Walsh, Jacek Pietrzycki, Bill Ellis, John
Harriman, Paul Ainsworth and Bobby
Ainsworth). They will go on to represent Devon in the EBU’s
Garden Cities Trophy in May.
Stefan Lindfors, Jim Grant and Alex Maddocks (with
Miles Cowling) were 3rd in the Swiss teams at the National
Teams Congress.
The Devon AGM will take place at the Isca Centre on Sun
12 June followed by Swiss teams. Full details will be on the
website and notices at clubs. Nominations and resolutions
must be submitted to the Hon Secretary by 15 May. Section
AGMs will also take place – watch local notice boards for
details. As always the County and sections would welcome
new volunteers to help.
Diary Dates: Devon Congress, 8-10 Apr. Graphic Cup, 8
May. AGM, 12 June. Full details of all events and results are on
the website.

Dorset
www.bridgewebs.com/dorset
CONGRATULATIONS to Mark Hooper &
Robin Wright on winning the Green Pointed
Swiss Pairs Midland Counties Congress (see
photo below). Several Dorset players did well in the
Hampshire Candlestick Pairs. 1st equal, Mark Hooper & Ron
Heath, 5th Janet Smith & Matt Phillips, 7th Robin Wright &
David Berwitz.
Diary Dates: Gee Trophy (Blue pointed Swiss teams), 17
Apr, Hamworthy Club, Canford Magna, Wimborne. Udall
Trophy & AGM, 8 May, Dorchester.

Dorset’s Mark Hooper and Robin Wright win
Midland Counties Swiss Pairs

Barleylands Heat. British Winter Sims: Monday. 7th, Paul
Mollison & Bernie Hunt. Essex competitions: Swiss Pairs,
1st, Paul Spencer & Marc Chawner. 2nd, Martin & Sandy
Smith. 3rd, Alan Bryant & Geoff Webber. Eastern Counties
League v Cambridge University. A team lost 7-13, C team
won 16-4
Diary dates: Championship Pairs & ‘B’ Flight pairs, 10
Apr. Collier Row Open Teams, 8 May. ECBA AGM, 14 May.
Mixed Teams, 25 May. Really Easy Afternoon, 28 May.

Gloucestershire
www.gcba.org.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to Patrick Shields &
Richard Chamberlain who won the Midland
Counties Congress Swiss Teams with a pair from
Wales.
The GCBA is keen to support bridge clubs across the
county. It recently gave £500 to Cheltenham BC towards the
cost of installing a lift, and it has been supporting Chipping
Campden BC with expert advice about Bridgemates.
GCBA runs training events for our squads for the
Midland Counties League. There are three teams of eight. If
you would like to be considered, contact our Representative
Events Committee – representation@gcba.org.uk.
We want to refresh our weekend events, which have been
suffering declining numbers. If you have an idea that would
make you more likely to play, please let our Chief Tournament
Director know – ctd@gcba.org.uk.
Diary dates: The Cheltenham Congress, 29 Apr - 1 May.
See the website - www.bridgewebs.com/cheltenham.

Hants and IoW
www.bridgewebs.com/hiwcba/
RUNNERS-UP in the NICKO: Petersfield,
Owen Leigh, James Clark, Mike Kinsey, Steve
Preston and Heather Maidment. Seniors
Congress Swiss Teams: 1st Jeremy Dhondy.
National Teams Congress Point-a-Board: 3rd Jeremy
Dhondy. National Teams Congress Swiss Teams: 3rd Miles
Cowling. Petersfield Swiss Teams: 1st Dave Huggett &
Steve Preston, Andy Hughes & Miles Cowling. 2nd Mike
Fithyan & Helen Beattie, Owen Leigh & James Clark. 3rd
Jeremy Baker & John Dakin. Richmond Swiss Teams: 2nd
John Dakin, Tony Truluck, Mike Fithyan. Torquay
Congress Champ Pairs: 1st Miles Cowling. Dorset Rose
Bowl Swiss Teams: 2nd Lesley Lewis & Dave Willis.
Diary dates: AGM and Champ Pairs, 3 Apr, Romsey.
Phillip Graham Swiss Teams, 10 Apr, Yarmouth Inst IOW.
Pottage Final, 24 Apr, Romsey. Entries via HIOW website
or Steve Preston on 02380 702934. HIOW GP Swiss
Teams, 22 May, Andover. Entries to Marian Rudd on
01264 333847 or marian@marian37.plus.com.

Herefordshire
Essex
www.essexbridge.co.uk
WE ARE sad to announce the death of Dick Green,
a former Chairman of the ECBA (obituary p71).
Congratulations to all the following:
Year End Congress: Open pairs: 8th, Tony
Verran & partner. Really Easy Afternoon: 3rd, Amarjeet
Singh & Gurdeep Singh nationally, having won the
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www.herefordshirebridge.co.uk
IT HAS been a dreadful season so far in the Western League.
Of the four matches played, there has only been one victory
each for the A and C teams.
The Gloucestershire and Herefordshire Green Pointed
Swiss Pairs and Swiss Teams will be held this year on 23-24
July at the Larruperz Centre, Ross-on-Wye. Entry forms are
on both counties’ websites.
Full results of all county competitions are on our website.
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Diary Dates: Inter-club Teams Round 5, 8 Apr, 7pm,
Ledbury; Avocet Teams, 23 Apr, 10am, Brooms Green;
Gloucestershire & Herefordshire Green Point Events, 23-24
July, Larruperz Centre, Ross-on-Wye.

Hertfordshire
www.hertsbridge.co.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to Celia & Derek Oram
who won the prestigious Mixed Pairs at the
London Year End Congress on 29 December.
Another fantastic year for all our squads The A, B and C teams have all qualified for the
national finals taking place on 10 July. At the County Match v
Bedfordshire on 3 Jan, A team lost 6-14, B team won 15-5, C
team won 13-7.
Diary Dates: All events takes place at WGC Bridge Centre,
Gosling Sports Park. Seniors Pairs (including buffet lunch),
19 Apr, 11am. Club Cadet Teams, 22 Apr, 7.30pm.
Championship Pairs Final, 24 Apr, 12 noon. County match
v Suffolk, 1 May, 2pm. HBA AGM followed by Swiss Pairs, 15
May, 12 noon. County match v Cambs and Hunts, 22 May,
2pm.

Lancashire
www.bridgewebs.com/lancs
CONGRATULATIONS go to Jeff Smith & Jackie
Pye on finishing runners-up in the Swiss Pairs at
the Northern Year End Congress and to Barrie &
Julia Newall, who were runners-up in the Mixed
Pairs. Jeff also won the Manchester Congress Pairs playing
with Marianne Farr.
Congratulations also go to Catherine Draper & Andrew
Woodcock on winning the teams at the Chester Congress
with Ollie Burgess & Michael Newman.
The four Lancashire pairs qualifying for the Corwen
Trophy are Andrew Lum & David Costich, John Dearing &
Anne Burgess, Nick & Sue Woodcock, and Andrew Woodcock
& David Debbage.
Diary dates: National Pairs Final, 16-17 Apr, Birmingham
Airport; Madeline Berney Swiss Pairs, 1 May, Brierfield
Bridge Club; Blackburn Swiss Pairs, 8 May, Blackburn Bridge
Club; LCBA AGM, 16 May, Bolton Bridge Club; M&CBA
Swiss Pairs, 22 May, Merseyside Bridge Centre; Spring Bank
Holiday Swiss Teams, 30 May, Bolton Bridge Club.

Leicestershire
www.bridgewebs.com/leicestershire/

Isle of Man
www.manxbridgeunion.org
THE MANX Bridge Union’s 50th annual
bridge congress will be held on 2-4 Sep and
will be a bit special. There will be the usual
bridge format, but there will be an additional
social dimension, commemorative gifts for all
and enhanced prizes.
The Congress originated at a time when the Island, with
its beaches, history and countryside, was a significant
summer holiday destination for the Brits. Most tourists travel
further afield these days, and the island is quieter than it was
50 years ago. But it retains its natural charm and variety and
is still a destination that provides a satisfying short break that
combines well with a weekend of bridge.
Usually a modestly-sized 20 tables, the MBU is expecting
larger numbers for the ‘Golden Congress’ with a sentimental
return by past attendees and, perhaps, a few formerly young
tourists who have memories of bringing their buckets and
spades. For full details of the Congress see the MBU website.

Kent
www.kcba.org.uk
WELL done to Norman Selway and Pat Collins
who were part of the team that won the Senior
trials to represent England in the European
Championships.
Helen Erichsen (playing with Fiona Brown)
won the trials for the England team for the Lady Milne
Trophy.
Diary dates: George Griffiths Cup (Kent Seniors Pairs), 10
Apr, 11am TW. Green pointed. Swiss Teams, 22 May, 1pm,
Maidstone Leisure Centre. Phillimore Cup (Kent Swiss Pairs
Championship) and KCBA AGM, 26 June, 11am TW.
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WE REGRET to report the death of Geoff
Swann a former LCBA Officer (obituary p71).
Congratulations to Ben Norton of
Loughborough BC who was a member of the
English U20 team which recently won the Channel Trophy.
Recent County teams results: 24 Jan v Nottingham, 1st
team won 14-6, 2nd team lost 9-11, 3rd team lost 0-20.
Current league positions: 1st team (Dawes League) – 3rd, 2nd
team (Porter Cup) - 6th, 3rd team (Markham Trophy) - 7th=.
Diary dates: Stanley Trophy Round, 20 Apr, Glenfield.
Yates Cup (No Fear for Students), 20 Apr, Rothley. Pairs
League Round 4, 21 Apr, Rothley. Gimson Trophy Final, 24
Apr, Greenfields. Buckby Cup (Mens Pairs), 27 Apr, Rothley.
Olga Cup (Ladies Pairs), 27 Apr, Rothley. Hyman Crammer
Pairs, 4 May, Rothley. Joyce Cup (Pivot Teams), 11 May,
Greenfields. Pairs League Round 5, 12 May, Rothley. LCBA
AGM & Prize Presentations, 8 June, Greenfields. LCBA Green
Point Pairs, 18 June, Spondon.

Lincolnshire
www.lincsbridge.org.uk
Diary dates: County Championships at Scunthorpe BC.
Pairs 9 Apr, Teams, 10 Apr. Please try and support this
important county event. The Veterans Cup, 8 May, City of
Lincoln BC. Each pair must have a combined age of at least
125 years with the youngest being at least 60. An addition to
the calendar is the All Comers Duplicate bridge event, 15 May,
City of Lincoln BC. Experienced players partner players who
are just beginning to play in county events.

London
www.metrobridge.co.uk
MANY congratulations to Sam Behrens & Liam
Sanderson of the England U20s team who won
the Channel Trophy, and to Sarah Ewart & Ewa
Kater who came third in the Lady Milne trials.
At the Year End Congress Simon Gillis & Paul Lamford
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won the Swiss Teams, with Nick Sandqvist & Tom Townsend
second; in the Mixed Pairs Glyn Liggins was second and Terry
Hewett third; and in the Open Pairs Toby Nonnenmacher
won, with Mark Teltscher & Tom Townsend third.
At the National Teams Congress, Richard Bowley won the
PAB Teams with Kieran Dyke second and Brian Callaghan &
Ben Green third, while Kiril Delev won the Swiss Teams.
Diary dates: London Championship Pairs, 10 Apr,
11.30am, YCBC. London Trophy Pairs, 17 Apr, 2.00pm, RAC.
Café Bridge in the Tonsleys, 19 Apr. Fox Shammon Senior
Pairs, 24 Apr, 2.00pm, YCBC. London Trophy Finals, 3 June,
RAC. Entries/enquiries to lmbaentries@gmail.com.

Manchester
www.manchesterbridge.org.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to John Holland who
has won the Sunday Telegraph Salver for the
most Master Points accumulated in the
calendar year 2015. John also won this award
in 2009, 2012, 2013 & 2014.
The county interclub teams of eight (Gazette Trophy)
took place on 7 Feb at Altrincham Bridge Club. There was a
good turn out of ten teams, with Manchester (Burgess)
winning comfortably ahead of Cheadle Hulme. They go on
to represent Manchester in the Garden Cities competition
which was won by Manchester last year. The intermediate cup
went to Altrincham (Fitzgerald) who were sixth. Stretford
Bridge Club who have recently affiliated to the EBU sent a
team for the first time
Diary dates: Higson Cup and Plate Finals, 10 Apr,
1.00pm, MBC. Annual General Meeting, 26 May, 7.30pm,
Cheadle Hulme BC.

Merseyside/Cheshire
www.mcba.org.uk
IN THE Northern Year End Congress, Stuart
Matthews & Mark Weeks finished 3rd in the
pairs event and David Stevenson & Liz
Commins were 4th. These four then teamed
up to finish a creditable 3rd in the Swiss teams.
Diary dates: Preece Rosebowl (Ladies pairs), 24 Apr,
BBC. Championship pairs, 5 May, MBC. John Armstrong
trophy, 22 May. Liverpool BC Open Pairs, 8 June, LBC.
County AGM, 16 June, MBC. Bill Hughes Sim Pairs, 28 June
Deva BC.

Middlesex
www.middlesexbridge.co.uk
WE ARE sad to announce the passing of our
President, Charlotte Vine (obituary p25).
Congratulations to Andrew McIntosh on
winning a silver medal at the 1st European Winter
Games in Monaco; Nicola Smith on winning the
Seniors Camrose Trial; David Burn on winning
the Year End Swiss Pairs; Simon Cope and Tom
Paske on winning the National Teams Point a Board final; and
Emile Lawy and Richard Spencer on winning the EBU
Overseas Congress Swiss Pairs.
We are saddened to announce the passing of our Vice
President and former Vice Chairman Peter Tobias and send
Jacqui our sincere condolences. Peter won 18 Middlesex titles
and in 1999 he was EBU National Pairs champion.
Diary dates: Ladies Pairs, 10 Apr. Seniors Teams, 22 May.

Norfolk
www.bridgewebs.com/norfolk/
IN 2017 the Norfolk Contract Bridge
Association will host a team from Ireland in the
Corn Cardis, a prestigious annual match
between Ireland and England. On 6 Feb a Quiz
was held to raise funds for the event.
The NCBA and its affiliated clubs continue to place
increasing emphasis upon bridge education. Members and
the general public can avail themselves of a wide variety of
courses on offer from beginners and improvers to advanced,
private coaching and masterclasses. Details can normally be
found via your local club or by an internet search.
Bawburgh Bridge Club has recently hosted a very
successful EBED teacher training course with 13 delegates
attending from Norfolk and surrounding counties.

North East
www.neba.co.uk
WE REGRET to record that after more than 40
years of membership, Parsons Bridge Club has
resigned from the EBU/NEBA because the
progressive reduction in playing members makes
the club no longer viable.
Diary dates: The 2016 NEBA Congress will be held in the
fine bridge facility at the Marriott Metro-Centre Hotel from
11-13 Nov. All main events, Saturday Swiss Pairs and Sunday
Swiss Teams, will be green pointed.

Nottinghamshire
www.bridgewebs.com/nottinghamshire

Chester Congress Pairs Winners, Staffordshire’s
Seb Jones and Keith Shuttleworth, with Ian
Taylor, Club President
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COUNTY match v Derbyshire. Notts first team
lost 5-15; second team won 14-6; third team lost
9-11. Match v Leicestershire results were 6-14; 119; and 20-0.
Congratulations to Ankush Khandelwar who
won the Open Pairs at the Lonon Year End Congress.
Diary dates: Journal Cup, 10 Apr, Nottingham BC.
Retford Teams, 29 May, Blyth (contact Sandy Fulton
01909479748).
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Oxfordshire
www.oxfordshirebridge.co.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to 11 year old Henry Rose,
who plays at Oxford Junior Bridge Club, who has
been selected to play for the England Under 15s at
the Youth World Championship in Italy this
summer.
Recent Oxfordshire successes included 2nd place for
Alastair Gidman’s team in the Manchester Congress Swiss
Teams’ B final. Alan Steer & Richard Sills were 2nd in the
Tuesday Bridge England Simultaneous Pairs.
Ed Jones’ team were 2nd in the Point a Board final at the
EBU National Teams Congress. In the Swiss Teams, David
Patterson, Brian Geary and Aleksandar Lishkov were 7th.
Congratulations to Jean Squires’ team on winning the
Pivot Teams at the EBU Cyprus Overseas Congress.
The Oxfordshire Congress is being held in Woodstock
again this year on 11-12 June. Further information is on the
county website.
Diary dates: OBA Beck Cup, 10 Apr. OBA County Pairs
Final, 24 Apr. Henley Café Bridge, 26 Apr. OBA Mixed Pairs,
8 May.

Somerset
www.bridgewebs.com/somerset
WE ARE pleased to announce that the West of
England Congress will be held on 30 Sep - 2 Oct in
Weston-Super-Mare at the Weston College
Conference Centre. Our web site has full details.
Changes to SCBA Committee, Jean Howard
(Education Officer) and Daphne Greatorex (Secretary)
replacing Tony Russ and Joe Patrick respectively.
Diary dates: SCBA AGM and prize giving will be held on
18 June, 1.30pm, Woolavington Village Hall, followed by
Swiss Teams.

Staffs and Shrops
www.staffsandshrops.org.uk
MIKE Goldsmith, Jason Hackett, Adrian
Kenworthy and Edward Levy, representing
Manchester Bridge Club were in the winning
team in the Gazette Trophy. Their win qualified
them to play in the Garden Cities semi-final. Paul Hackett
won the Swiss Pairs at the Year End Congress. Jason and Justin
have been selected to represent England in the European
Championships in Budapest.
Diary dates: Shropshire Congress, Green pointed pairs,
16 Apr and teams on 17 Apr. Contact Judy Mitchell
01743235374 or email mitchellmj@btinternet.com. The
Bearn qualification, 24 Apr, Newcastle BC. Ladies and Mens
Pairs, 12 May, Wolverhampton BC. Celebrate the life of Roy
Edwards in a teams event, 15 May, Wolverhampton BC.

Suffolk
www.suffolkbridge.co.uk
CONGRATULATIONS and commiserations to
David Price on finishing as runner up in the
European Seniors Trial Final.
Diary dates: AGM with Pairs, 22 May, Barton Village
Hall. Bridge with lunch, 7 May, 10.30am.
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Surrey
www.bridgewebs.com/surrey
THE SURREY team came third in the Tollemache
final.
Diary dates: County Pairs & Plate, 3 Apr,
1.00pm, Oxshott. Blue Pointed Bracketed Pairs, 3
July, 1.00pm, Oxshott. We urge players to please book online
using the new website. If you do want to book by phone
please call Shirley Pritchard on 0208 5407636.

Sussex
www.sccba.co.uk
MANY congratulations to Sandra Landy who has
thoroughly deserved her recent Diamond Award
from the EBU.
Many congratulations also to Chris Jepson who,
with partner Catherine Curtis finished second in the
Lady Milne Trials and has thus qualified to represent
England in the 2016 Lady Milne Trophy.
Well done to Ros and Geoffrey Wolfarth who were in the
team which won the Swiss Teams at the National Teams
Congress. Andrew Southwell and Richard Fedrick also did
extremely well by being in the runners-up team.
Diary dates: SCCBA Green Pointed Swiss Pairs, 21 May
Uckfield Civic. The Henfield Candles (a Blue Pointed event),
5 June. Entry details and more information can be found on
the SCCBA website.

Warwickshire
www.warwickshirebridge.co.uk
THE COUNTY is delighted to announce that two
of its young players, – Liz Gahan and Meg Jones –
have been selected to represent England in the
2016 under 15 Junior Youth Team Championships
to be held in Italy this summer.Very well done and
good luck in the tournament.
The Midland Counties Congress, now run solely by the
County, was a great success and congratulations to the
organisers.
Diary dates: 30th Coventry Congress, 8-10 Apr. Open
pairs Friday night, Peeping Tom pairs Saturday afternoon for
players with little or no Congress experience. This event will
consist of 4x6 board matches. Also on Saturday is the Swiss
Pairs Championship with the Championship Swiss Teams on
Sunday. Both these events are Blue Pointed.
For a brochure and more information contact Stephanie
Galvin 01675 443291, email stephandbob@live.co.uk .Details
can also be found on the Coventry and North Warwickshire
bridge club website, and on the County website

Westmorland
www.bridgewebs.com/westmorland
CONGRATULATIONS to Sally & Philip
Wraight and Glenda Lloyd & Peter Boardman
for winning the Northern Year End Swiss Teams.
Tim and Babs Matthew and Ian Reeves and
Ken Johnston won the County Pivot teams and
Alan Farmer won the County Individual for the
third time. The County day proved to be a very successful
simple systems pairs at the Carus Green Golf Club with
Carole Williamson & Dorothy Pritchard taking the honours.
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Some bridges may be at risk with the long spell of
inclement weather but bridge playing opportunities are not,
so look out for the ‘Westmorland Web-feet Waders’ at County
Competitions and Congresses; they have had a lot of time
indoors to practise!

Wiltshire
www.wcba.co.uk
INSPIRED by our Gold Cup finalists, a
Trowbridge team (Phil Green, Andrew Parkes,
Phil Howard and Dave Latchem) beat the
reigning champions in the second round of the NICKO and a
Bath team (Phil Green, Hugh Gross, Roger Karn and Richard
Moore) have made it to the Avon KO final beating a Welsh
team by 4 imps over 48 boards. Trowbridge A won the Garden
Cities qualifier. As for the Western League our results need
even more inspiration.

THE 2015 MASTERPOINT
ANNUAL COMPETITIONS
THE NATIONAL
LEADER BOARD

Worcestershire
www.bridgewebs.com/worcestershire
WORCESTERSHIRE members Chris Philp,
Stewart Fishburne and Mike Willoughby
combined with Warwickshire’s Tony Poole to win
a close, but good-humoured and thoroughly
enjoyable, Silver Plate final. In the Midland
Counties Congress, Heather Westcott & Jennifer Romer won
the Ladies Pairs and Nick Forward & Steve Allerston were
runners-up in both the Swiss Pairs and, with John Sansom &
Richard Jephcott, in the Swiss Teams.
Nick Forward and Steve Allerston are leading the
Phillipps, Stewart Fishburne and Mike Willoughby are
leading the Pairs Ladder. In teams events, Jephcott takes on
Fishburne in a repeat of last year’s Championship Teams
final, the winners going on the represent the County in the
Pachabo. Worcester 2 are leading the Inter-Club teams,
though being pressed by last year’s winners, Droitwich 1. In
the Grand Prix Teams, last year’s winners, Worcester Grant,
are the current leaders with Nothing to Declare and Four No
Chumps in pursuit.

Yorkshire
www.ycba.co.uk/
CONGRATULATIONS to Daniel Winter, who
played in the victorious England Under 20 team in
the Channel Trophy international competition.
The Leeds/Harrogate team of Arthur Selman,
Adrian Ford, Alan Hayward, Bill Holmes, Martin
Ott and Terry Read reached the final of the EBU’s Silver Plate,
in which they were narrowly defeated by Poole (Worcs).
Carole Kelly and Geoff Kenyon won the Mixed Pairs at the
EBU’s Northern New Year Congress. In the Swiss at the
National Teams Congress, James Thrower was in the fourth
placed team while Barrie Partridge, Mary Whyms, Rob
Turner and Rod Hose were fifth. Sandy Davies was in the
winning team in the Swiss at the EBU Cyprus Congress.
Diary dates:
Yorkshire Pairs, 10 Apr, Bradford.
Scarborough Congress, 15-17 Apr, Wykeham. Nelson Rose
Bowl, 20 Apr, Harrogate. Club TD Training, 23 Apr, Ilkley.
Yorkshire Mixed Pairs, 24 Apr, Wetherby. Individual, 10 May,
Wakefield. Leeds Swiss Pairs, 15 May. West Yorkshire Teams,
22 May, Bradford. Yorkshire Congress, 3-5 June, Harrogate.
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CONGRATULATIONS to John Holland, who has
topped the annual Masterpoints Competition for
the fourth year in succession. He has claimed the
Sunday Telegraph Salver, for the most masterpoints
accumulated in the calendar year, for a fifth time.
John earned 29,397 points, with Derek and Celia
Oram gaining the next most, each accumulating
22,517. Derek continues to gain on John Durden
atop the all-time list of Masterpoint winners, and
now trails by just over 51,000.

GOLD POINT RANKING
John Holland’s good year has seen him reclaim the
top spot in the Gold Point rankings. He moved
marginally ahead of the 2014 leader, David Gold,
holding 98.92 to David’s 98.02. Andrew Robson,
Tony Forrester and Alexander Allfrey complete the
top five.

CLUB CHAMPIONS
PRIZE DRAW
The winners of the Club Champions prize draw
have also been selected. Club Champions are those
who won the most Master Points in events held at
each club. Kostadin Vasilev of Chipstead Duplicate
Bridge Club was first out of the hat and wins £400.
Roger Arnold of Liverpool Bridge Club was drawn
second and wins £200, and Joe Mallabone of
Lytham Bridge Club wins £100 for being drawn
third.
click

The full Masterpoint lists for 2015, including
a breakdown by county, can be accessed at
www.ebu.co.uk/mpreports/2015
r

link
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Landmark Promotions
November 2015 – February 2016
Congratulations to
the newly promoted
Premier Grand Master:

Mrs C Wells
Mrs S Whitworth

Cambs & Hunts

Mr M L Cowling, Hants & IOW

Regional Master

Congratulations to
the newly promoted
Grand Masters:

Master

Mr OH Burgess,
Manchester

Mr Adam Bowden
Dr J Bradshaw

Channel Islands

Mr Alan Sinden
Mr Trevor Smith
Mrs Sheila Trevarthen
Mr Kevin Yardley

Direct
Regional Master
Mr S Leigh

Herefordshire
Life Master
Mr G Barrett

Master
Mrs J Griffiths
Mrs L C E Shepherd
Mrs H Thompson

Master

Hertfordshire
Grand Master

Master

Mrs M P Gent
Mrs A Green

Mrs D C Lintott, Oxford

Mr M Bane

Dorset

Regional Master

Mr P Oake, Essex

Cornwall

Master

Dr P Grice

Master

Michael Yeo

Master

Mr Nick Burt
Mrs GH Inman
Mrs Sarah Trenaman
Barbara Truswell

Essex
Grand Master

Christine Carter
Mr Leon Fotiadis
Mrs Felicia Green
Marion Haldane
Katka Kessler
Ms J Meredith
Mr M Payne
Jan Stephens

Mr S Lindfors, Devon

Mr G Pollack, London
Mr F R Springett
North East
Mrs E A Wattleworth,
Lancashire
Mr M Wesley, Herts

Regional Master
Mrs M S Robilliard

Cumbria
Regional Master
Mrs C Edwards

Regional Master

Mr D Briggs

Master

Gloucestershire

Mr John Blackburn
Mrs J Burgess
Mrs Elaine Coldicott
Mrs M Davidson
R Innes
Mr Dave Ridley
Mr Simon Sellars
Mr G Wells
Mr D Wheatley

Master

Devon

Mr David Barratt
Mrs Eileen Barratt
Mrs Denise Cavanagh
Mrs A Clark
Mrs L Dix
Mr Tony Flood
Mr M Hayden
Mrs P A Hill
Mrs Ann Penn
Mrs Maureen Phillips
Mrs G Pilbeam
Mr A Russell
Ms Beverley Rutter

Mr J C Blackwell
Mr Roger Brunskill
Mrs Merle Smith
Mrs RM Stalker

Mr K Rayford

Derbyshire

Master

Life Master

Ms Lesley Hood
Bridget Johnson
Mr Roy Letcher
Mr A Millichamp

Berks & Bucks
Life Master
Mr B Myers

Master
Mrs Diane Bell
Mrs Janet Dodsworth
Mrs Maria Ferguson
Mr Andy Fothergill
Mrs A Glynn
Mr D Gowing
Marilyn Halton
Anne Hasted
Mrs S V Koch
Mr F C Macksey
Mrs Susan Oldroyd
Jackie Page
Rosemary Reuter
Mr Phil Sharman
Terry Smith
Lesley Stroud
Mr M F Timms
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Mr C Chorley

Master
Mrs Dorothy Greaves
Mr Eric Greaves
Mr Stan Hollidge
Mrs G Meagher
Christopher Parmenter
Mr C Rastin
Mr Alex Tanner
Mrs J Wells

Master

Landmark Masterpoint
Promotions
Avon

Mr P Oake

Life Master

Grand Master
Mr S Lindfors

Life Master
Mr W J Ellis
Mr H J Kent-Webster

Regional Master
Mr S J Rafferty

Master
Mr Richard Ayres
Mrs Norah Culliford
Lesley Goonesekera
Chris Harris
Mrs Sue Knott

Mrs JM Clifford
Mr Tim Morris
Mr Raoul Van den Broucke

Hants and I.O.W.
Premier Grand Master
Mr M L Cowling

Master

Mr M Westley

Kent
Life Master
Mr J W S Wortley

Regional Master
Mr ND Anning
Mr TI Boyd

Master
Mrs Cynthia Allan
Mrs J G Chapman
Mrs Carol Childs
Mr James Foster
Mrs Barbro Furneaux
Mr Gerhard Hess
Mrs Claudine Kanaar
Mrs Peggy Malone
Brian Mcintier
Mr R Payne
Mrs Dawn Wilkinson

Lancashire
Grand Master
Mrs E A Wattleworth

Master
Mr Michael Carr
Jenny Coupe
Mrs V R Edwards
Kate Green
Mrs I S Hamilton
Mr Robin Hartley
Mrs Sheila Holmes
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Somerset
Mr Brian Langton
Mrs Yvonne Nicholson
Ms V Openshaw
Mr Bernard Pollard
Mr Colin Taylor

Middlesex

Leicestershire

Life Master

Mrs Julie Halford
Mrs Mavis Peacock
Mr Barry Pinnington
Mrs Sandra Taylor

Life Master

Mr T F Paske

Mr I Bruce
Mrs A Williams

Regional Master

Regional Master

Master

Mrs A Capewell
Dr S Shah

Master
Mr J E Atherton
Mrs I A Grindey
Mrs C Lewis
Dr D North
Mrs M North

Lincolnshire
Life Master

Rasool Somji
Mrs N Kothary
Mr J Liu
Mr C Patel
Mr Bharat C Shah

Norfolk

Westmoreland
Master

Mr G Pollack

Northamptonshire

Mr T J Gauld
Dr S McKenzie

Master

Master

North East

Dr Peter Brent
Mrs M Burke
Mr E Clayton
Mr K Delev
Mr Dick Jordan
Mrs Ruth Lees-Jones
Mr Oscar Selby

Grand Master

Mr OH Burgess

Life Master
Mr M Taylor
Mr P Worswick

Regional Master
Miss A Birchall

Master
Mrs D Azariah
Mrs Janet De Vecchis
Mr P Hayward
Mrs Karen Jones
Mr D Murray
Mr S L Shalom

Mr Nic Poletti

Mr F R Springett

Regional Master
Mr AM Pryor

Master
Mrs MP Braithwaite
Mrs J Cunningham
Mr Don Eadington
Mrs M R Gentles
Richard Spargo
Mr Ray Wood

Nottinghamshire
Master
Mr F W Ellis
Mrs A Norbury

Oxfordshire
Grand Master
Mrs D C Lintott

Regional Master
Mr C Dawe
Mrs M Newbould

Merseyside/Cheshire

Master

Life Master

Michiel Cottaar
Mr Ian Edwardes
Mr I Kremnizer
Mrs R Kremnizer
Mrs M McLellan
Mrs R Morton Jack
Mrs BE O’Dair
Mr M Spira

Mr A Orme

Regional Master
Mrs E L G Orme

Master
Mr John Armstrong
Dr Martin Booth
Mr Jim Cassin
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Mr J M Ede

Surrey

Mrs E Townsend

Life Master

Manchester

Suffolk
Regional Master

Mrs Jackie Bendall
Mr Jim Lang
Mr Roy Newman
Mr John Pope
Mrs V Potter
Mr E Ward

Cyril Adams
Mr John Barker
Mrs C Bowman
Mrs S Hickey
Gay Lind
Mr G Ware

Grand Master

Mr Marcus Eassom
Mrs Peggie Lewis
Mrs Eileen Pinches
Mr Kevin Sullivan

Ms Jane Betts
Mr PETER CHARLETT
Lesley Dunham
Mr David Elbourne
Jackie Ellen
Ms P French
Mrs P Harris
Mrs Margaret Johnston
Mr Peter Jones
Mr G N Kemp
Ms Mary Kerridge
Mr P C Lee
Mr Brian Mawby
Mr Malcolm Melrose
Mr John Miller
Mrs Carol Pinnick
Mr JD Shaw
Mr Paul Smith
Mrs P Walton
Mr Martin Winn

Mr M C Millson

Regional Master

Master

Grand Master

Staffs & Shropshire
Master

Master

Master

Master

London

Mr C Bryant
Mrs Y S Hibbert
Mr Bill Lawrence
Mr SG Pring
Mrs M Read
Mrs Judith Strange

Mr T Hudson
Mr T Parks

Life Master

Mr P S Wokes
Mr Zubair Ahmed
Mrs Prisca Furlong

Master

Regional Master

Mrs J Mitchell

Mr Ian Lewis
Maciej Pilecki

Wiltshire

Master
Mrs Aisha Akram
Ms Gillian Budd
Mr Steve Burton
Mr David Callow
Mr Martin Dorey
Mrs Liz Dunjay
Mr DJ Fecci
Eva Glover
Mr N Hadden
Mrs M Inglis
Mr Charles Palmer
Mrs A Parker
Alix Payne
Cathy Pritchard
Ms Fiona Ross
Mr Dave Sellman
Mrs Yvonne Sharp
Mr Jim Shaw
Keith Stubbs
Mrs G Victory
Mr Peter Wardle
Robert Warriner

Sussex
Life Master
Mrs S Bugden

Master
Mrs Helen Garvey
Jean Meneely
Mrs Vickie Penfold
Mr Chatterton Sim
Mr T Terry
Mrs S Witcomb
Mrs S J Wright

Warwickshire
Regional Master
Mr A Clifford

Master
Mr Ian Bell
Mr S Clarke
Mr Ken Little
Mrs A Marriott
Mrs P Mason
Mr Roy Wicks

Worcester
Regional Master
Mr J Dowl

Master
Mr R M Greenwood

Yorkshire
Regional Master
Mr A J Ardron
Mr D Kayes
Mr M A Ott
Mrs AM Scherson

Master
Mrs E R Alexander
Miss Gillian Almond
Libby Fairhead
Mrs B S Friedman
Mrs J Holt
Mrs M I Manson
Ian Martin
Mrs JA McCartney
Mr RA Orkney
Ms C H A Parker
Mr W A Quirie
Mrs Dawn Rayner
Mr J Spencer
Mrs M Taylor
Mr Phil Thomas
Mrs Lynn Matthews
Mr Stephen Wilfin
Mr R A Woolham
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Club Bidding Quiz
Answers to Questions on Page 49
Hand 1
´ 96
™ A Q 10 4
t73
® A Q 10 8 5

W
1®
?

N
Pass

E
1´

S
Pass

2®. With a minimum opening,
you are too weak to reverse. 2™
would show this shape but also
upwards of 16-17 points. If you have a heart fit, you
can still find it because partner can rebid 2™ over
2®. Playing a weak no trump opening, a 1NT rebid
is not an option because that would show a hand
too good to open 1NT.

Hand 2
´A
™ A9
t A K Q 10 9
®KQJ86

W

N
4´

E
Pass

S
Pass

?

4NT. In a vigorously competitive
situation like this with no suit
agreed, 4NT does not ask for
aces. It shows a two-suited hand and asks partner to
bid, bearing in mind that you have not promised
support for all three suits. You might reasonably
plan to raise a reply of either 5® or 5t to a slam,
playing partner for one useful card.

Hand 3
´ KQ653
™ A 10 6 3
t93
® 10 8

W

N

1´
?

Pass

E
1®
3®

S
1™
Pass

3NT. You have the hearts stopped
and rather more than the five or
six points that you might have had. You cannot bid
3™ because, following the earlier 1™ overcall, it
would ask for, rather than show, a heart stopper. It
is unlikely that the diamonds are wide open because
partner has shown a good hand – and you expect a
heart lead.
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Hand 4
´ Q J 10 9 5
™K
tKJ94
® AQ9

click

by Julian Pottage
W
1´
?

N
Pass

link

E
1NT

S
Pass

2t. By rebidding 2t, you show a
fifth spade and a four-card
diamond suit. With your
singleton, a suit contract is likely to play better than
1NT. Since the singleton ™K is not pulling full
weight, game is unlikely even if partner is
maximum.
Hand 5
´ A653
™–
tAK73
® K9875

W
Dble

N
1t
1´

E
Pass
3®

S
1™
3t

?

5®. Although your initial double
showed some club support, your hand did not need
to be this suitable. You have a fifth trump, a void in
one of the opposing suits and fast winners in
partner’s short suits. Remember, partner did jump to
3® and so must have some playing strength. A 4™ bid
ought to show the void and is the alternative.

Hand 6
´A
™942
t A K J 10 4 2
®A86

W
1t
?

N
Pass

E
1´

S
Pass

3t. With significantly better
than a minimum opening bid
and a good six-card suit, this jump rebid describes
your hand nicely.
While you could consider a rebid of 1NT or
even 2NT, not only would this risk wrong siding
the contract – if partner has the ™K or the ®Q for
example – but might also make it hard to find a
diamond slam.
r
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Channel Trophy report

U20s victorious

click

by Kyle Lam

link

THE CHANNEL trophy competition was held in
December and it was the turn of the Dutch Bridge
Federation to host this annual meeting in Utrecht,
south of Amsterdam. Three parallel competitions
were run: U25s; U20s; and U25 women. Our juniors
faced experienced teams from France, Belgium and
the Netherlands. The competition was run as an
intense 18 board double round-robin over three
days with 63 boards to play on the middle day.
The U20s team dominated their competition
winning every match to storm to victory. Having
fallen behind against the French in the first half of
their match, they overturned a 15 IMP deficit to
beat their arch rivals. Four crushing victories
against the Belgians and the Dutch set up a deciding
replay against the French for the title. A narrow
victory resulted in a debut Channel Trophy victory
for all six players. Congratulations to Ben Norton &
Sam Behrens, Kripa Panchagnula & Jonathan Clark,
and Liam Sanderson & Daniel Winter with npc
Michael Byrne. Kripa and Jonathan made their
England debuts (and what better way to start than
with a win). Liam and Daniel both represented the
U15 team in the European Championships earlier
in the year and it is encouraging to see they handled
the transition to U20 so well.
The following hand is taken from the penultimate
match against the Dutch and features Ben and Sam
bidding to an excellent grand slam.
Sam and Ben play the increasingly common
method of 5-card majors and transfers over a
prepared club so 1™ showed four or more spades.
2NT showed values and nine cards in the black
suits: either six clubs and three spades or five clubs
and four spades. South now bid 3´ showing a game
forcing hand with five spades. Having shown
controls via 4® and 4™, North now pressed on to
ask for keycards and when South showed 0 or 3 with
5t, North enquired further for the queen of spades
with 5™. 5NT showed the queen but no outside
kings. Sensing a grand slam could be on the cards,
6® asked for a third round control in clubs. With
his doubleton club, South proceeded to bid the
www.ebu.co.uk

E/W Game. Dealer North.

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®
75
Q 10 8 5 2
Q62
10 6 4

North
1®
2NT
4®
4NT
5™
6®

942
K6
AK
AKJ872
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

863
973
J 10 9 8 5
Q3

A K Q J 10
AJ4
743
95

South
1™
3´
4™
5t
5NT
7´

excellent grand slam without hesitation for +1510.
When the Dutch stopped in only 6´, this was a
valuable 11 IMPs towards a 36 IMP victory.
The U25 Women fielded three young players –
Jasmine Bakhshi, Megan Jones and Liz Gahan –
who were the youngest ever to represent their
country. Helen Holmes was also making her debut.
The more experienced Katy Lee and Laura Covill
with npc Sarah O’Connor completed the team.
They finished third with two excellent victories.
Considering some of the team were more than 10
years below the age limit it was definitely a very
creditable performance. Congratulations to all.
The U25s were represented by Shivam Shah &
Freddie Illingworth; Alex Roberts & Ankush
Khandelwal; Toby Nonnenmacher & Michael
Alishaw with npc Alan Shillitoe. Despite securing an
early lead, they slipped to third place behind
France, the winners.
r
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Bridge Club Live
New events are popular
BRIDGE Club Live has once again premiered a new
type of bridge event believed to be unique in the
world. Following on from our Double-Elimination
Knockout Pairs, Tony Philpott, our club manager,
sitting at home in Surrey, has now dreamed up an
Individual Knockout competition.
Our Individual Tournaments are so popular that
we regularly have ten to fifteen tables participating
every day. They start at fixed times, varying
according to the day of the week, and each lasts for
18 boards, normally taking around an hour and
three quarters. There are two stanzas of nine boards
each, with movement between tables only at the
break between stanzas. At each table there is a
rotation of players from East to South to West to
East after every three boards.
Those players who don’t have regular partners
find this tournament ideal as they are on a level
playing field with virtually no established
partnerships playing together.
A total of 64 players soon filled the available
places for the new Knockout. Each match is
effectively over 15 boards as you must arrange with
your opponent to start at the same table on an
agreed date, which means that for three boards you
actually partner your opponent! You then play
against him for six boards and then play another
nine boards at separate tables. The player with the
greater MP score over that tournament goes
through to the next round.

ANNUAL TEAMS CHAMPIONSHIP
The deal opposite occurred in a recent semi-final
in our Annual Teams Championship. Two of our
top pairs were playing against a half British, half
Bulgarian team. At Table 1, Steve Auchterlonie,
South, and Mark Benson (both Kent) were left
doubled in 5™ and with opponents failing to find
their cross-ruff, it drifted just one off.
At Table 2, Ed Scerri (Berks & Bucks) was East
partnering Gilly Cardiff (London). The conditions
were perfect for his 1´ overcall on a four card suit:
a good quality four card suit, 5+ cards in RHO’s suit
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by Barrie Partridge

and reasonable values. Gilly’s descriptive leap to 4´
told Ed that the five level would belong to them and
not the opponents! The 13 IMP swing on this board
contributed to their winning the match.

´
™
t
®

E/W Game. Dealer North.
´ AJ
™ K95
t KQJ83
® 10 6 5
987632
´ K Q 10 4
N
73
™ 2
W
E
–
t A 10 9 6 4 2
S
KJ874
® A9
´ 5
™ A Q J 10 8 6 4
t 75
® Q32

Table 1
West
1´
Pass

North
1t
Dble
Pass

East
Pass
4´
Dble

South
1™
5™
All Pass

North
1t
Pass
Pass
Dble

East
1´
Pass
5´
All Pass

South
2™
5™
Pass

Table 2
West
4´
Pass
Pass

NEW TEAMS EVENT REPRESENTING CLUBS
A new event has been held with teams
representing clubs in England and Scotland. It was
won with +65 IMPs by Louise Badcock, Allan
Blackett, Audrey Bainbridge and Alison Young, all
from Bishop Auckland Bridge Club.
Do come and join us at www.bridgeclublive.com r
www.ebu.co.uk

COUNTY NEWS – LOCAL RESULTS
Avon
www.avoncba.org.uk
THE AVON Championship teams final held
on 14 Jan was won by Keith Rayford, Simon
Rye, Vanessa O’Callaghan & John BrandonJoyce.
In the County Leagues Hartley head
League 1 , Birt league 2 and Randell league 3.
The County KO semi finals are Hartley v Page and Birt v
Green whilst the semi finals of the KO Plate are Duncan v
Letts and Oliver v Smith.
In the two most recent Western League matches Avon has
been in fine form. Against Hereford there were wins for all
three teams. A won 17-3 B team 11-9 and the C team 17-3
and against East Wales all three teams also won – A and B
both 16-4 and C team 14-6. Avon has a substantial lead in the
A division having won all of its matches.
The County qualifier for the Garden Cities was won by the
West of England team of Suzy Lawson & Aidan Schofield, Eric
Page & Colin Oakley, Robert Covill & Steve Turner, Jeremy
Rickard & David Jones who qualify for the regional final in
May.
The qualifier for the Avon County Pairs was won by Ana
Tadeu and Steve Turner.

Channel Islands
www.cwgsy.net/community/cicba/
GUERNSEY Results – Island Bridge Club Open
Pairs. 1st, Robert Plumley & Daniel McIntosh. 2nd
Jacqui Crispini & Cherry Mcmillen.
Island Bridge Club Restricted Pairs. 1st, Robert
Plumley & Daniel McIntosh. 2nd, Sean Galpin & Lynne
Williamson.
Lower Restricted Pairs. 1st, Michael & Chrysta Roberts.
2nd, Allie Staples & Slyvia Lawrence King.
Guernsey Mixed Pairs Qualifier. 1st, Daniel McIntosh &
Alex Gauld. 2nd, Margaret & Michael Allen.
Jersey League Teams. 1st, Howard Basden Smith, Marion
Miles, David Hole, David Friswell, Roz Bavin & Meredith
Case. 2nd, John Honey, Fiona Honey, Chris Hill, Jane Knight,
Craig Honey & Seb Perez.
Jane Knight was the winner of Highfield Bridge Club’s
inaugural Slams ladder.

Cornwall
www.bridgewebs.com/cornwall
THE FALMOUTH Salver, excellently hosted by
Falmouth Bridge Club, was won by Heather
Upton & Daniel Orchard with Sandra & Chris
Bickerdike second. Winners of the Star Masters
were Ken & Jan Keast with Stephen Crouch & Margaret
Buckingham in second place. On the same day, The Tredova
Cup, for players below Star Master, was won by Norman
Banfield & John Davies with Bob Pretty & Suzanne Warring
runners-up. The County Teams of Four Championship was
won by Ken & Jan Keast, Joe Bryant & Geoff Warren with
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Eileen Collings & Peter Scott, Maureen Brinton & Barrie
Benfield in second place.

Cumbria
www.bridgewebs.com/cumbria/
SADLY our Multiple Teams had to be cancelled as the
dreadful flooding disrupted the roads and the venue was
under at least six feet of water.
Owing to Eden Club still being repaired after the flood
damage, the County Championship Pairs was played at the
Marchesi Centre in Windermere. Congratulations to Mike &
Sally Ann Rothwell who won, second place Robin Rose &
John MacLachlan. However, the first pair who qualify for
entry to the Corwen are Sam Norman & Alan Anderson.
Congratulations to all.

Derbyshire
www.bridgewebs.com/derbyshire
WINNERS of recent DCBA competitions:
County Pairs champions were Don Smedley &
John Griffin. The Hazel Whinfrey Plate was won
by Mike Douglas & Paul Knighton. The
Invitation Pairs was won by Annice & Howard
Morton. The Xmas Pairs was won by Trevor Pilkington &
Malcolm Young. The New Years Pairs was won by John Griffin
& Malcolm Young.

Dorset
www.bridgewebs.com/dorset
KNIGHT Cup – 1st Ann Sharples & Bob Mott,
2nd Mark Hooper & Krzysztof Ginda. Winners
of the Simeon Cup (below National Master)
Jim Cowling & Terry Carpenter.
Frost Rose Bowl. 1st Michael Yeo, Geoff Cave, Sarah
Fazakerley & Andrew Barnett, 2nd Richard Vessey, Claire
Hillyard, Dave Willis & Lesley Lewis, 3rd Helen Ackroyd, Tim
Dunsby, Chris Stevens & Ann Sharples.

Essex
www.essexbridge.co.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to all the following – South
Woodham Ferrers Congress Swiss Pairs: 1st, Paul
Spencer & Marc Chawner. 2nd: Val & Paul
Mollison. 3rd, Simon Moorman & Steve CadeBowyer. Swiss Teams: 1st, Ernest Schlesinger, Graham
Pollock, Adrian Ring & Paul Chapman. 2nd, David Wing,
Chris Taylor, Paul Spencer & Marc Chawner. 3rd: Catriona
Lovett, Mike Harbour, George Vede & Maureen Vede.

Gloucestershire
www.gcba.org.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to the winners of our
Autumn competitions: Garry Watson, Richard
Butland, Patrick Shields, Diana Nettleton &
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Keith Stanley who won the Autumn Swiss Teams, Martin
McWilliam & Toby Roberts who won the Autumn Swiss Pairs,
and Ian Constable who won the County Individual.

Hants and IoW
www.bridgewebs.com/hiwcba/
JUBILEE Cup Teams of 8: John Jones &
Mahmoud Nurmohamed, Mike Fithyan & Tony
Olech, Dennis Adams & Jenny Ashby, Mike
Kinsey & Dave Hinkin. Bloxham Mini Swiss
Teams: Steve Tearle & Tracey Adams, Keith Bennett & John
Fairhurst. Yuletide Mini Swiss Teams: Jeremy Baker & Jeremy
Dhondy, John Sherringham & James Guiton. Midwinter
Teams: Steve Preston & Christine Ray, Karen Dewar &
Richard Ray. Candlestick Swiss Pairs: Steve Preston & Miles
Cowling.

Hertfordshire
www.hertsbridge.co.uk
WELL played to Keith Graha & Maureen Ann
Ashman, Joe Coulson & Anthony Osborne who
won the Humble Plate on 10 Jan.
Congratulations to Roy Button & Karima
Base who won the Championship pairs semifinal on 24 Jan. Tom Dessain & Tugrul Kaban were second.

Plate): Semi-Finals – Tyler vs Ronan ; Hill vs Stokes.
Leicestershire Cup (KO Teams - Aggregate): Semi-Finals –
Beasley vs Bowyer ; Cook vs Preston.
Leicestershire Plate (KO Teams - Aggregate): Semi-Finals
– Halford vs Bee ; Rees vs Hill.
Wilde Cup (Restricted Teams) – Winners – Pauline
Dignan, Val Rees, Susie Tyler & Gill Walton.
Stanley Trophy (Butler Pairs) - Leaders after 4 rounds: 1st
- Brian & Sheila Stockdale (0.69), 2nd – John Glover & Lyn
Hilton (0.43), 3rd – Tim Glover & Peter Neville (0.36).
Pairs League (Leaders after 1st round) : Division 1 – Brian
& Sheila Stockdale; Division 2 – Diana Bowden & Richard
Rees; Division 3 – Judy Hill & John Young.
Inter-Club Teams of Eight League (Current Divisional
Leaders): Division 1 – Clarendon (64/8), Division 2 Westcotes ‘A’(65/8), Division 3 – Westcotes ‘B’(60/8), Division
4 – Blaby ‘B’(79/8).

Lincolnshire
www.lincsbridge.org.uk
THE BAINTON Trophy semi-final attracted 24 qualifiers.
This was reduced to 14 pairs for the forthcoming final and
was well directed by Helen Barr.

London
Kent

www.metrobridge.co.uk

www.kcba.org.uk
KCBA Club Teams of 8 – Congratulations to
Chislehurst BC ‘A’ team winners of the Corbett
Cup (Div 1), Maidstone BC ‘A’ team winners of
the Corbett Plate (Div 2) and to Farnborough
BC ‘D’ team winners of the Mitchell Salver (Div
3) and runners up Tunbridge Wells BC ‘C’ team. Both teams
will be promoted to the Corbett Plate.
Congratulations to Fleming Femina (Kent Ladies’ Pairs)
winners Diane Rogers & Frances Connell and to Hunter
Homines (Kent Men’s Pairs) winners John Amor & Keith
Ashcroft.
In conjunction with KCBA, the last in the series of EBED
Tournament Directors courses will be on 19 Apr
(Assessment). Applications should be made to Peter
Jordan/Dawn Mertens at EBU. The Saturday dates booked at
TWBC for the EBU Directors Course are 7 May, 18 June, 16
July and 10 Sep.

Lancashire
www.bridgewebs.com/lancs
PRESTON Teams – 1st Kath & Alan Nelson, Jeff
Smith & Jackie Pye. LCBA Butler Pairs – 1st
Bernard & Rhona Goldenfield. LCBA
Championship Pairs – 1st Andrew Lum & David
Costich.

Leicestershire
www.bridgewebs.com/leicestershire/
JOSEPHS Bowl (Championship Teams of
Four): Semi-Finals – Arnold vs Wright, Cook vs
Mason.
Butterworth Langley Trophy (Josephs
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THE PALMER Bayer No Fear Pairs attracted a
record entry this year. Last year’s winners, Jason
Crampton & Sam Oestreicher won for the second
year running, with the 2014 winners Matt Robins
& Ben Thomas in second place. Third were William Frisby &
Yola Makatrewicz.
In the Ian Gardiner Trophy qualifier, the leading three
teams were 1st, Dean Swallow, Peter Rogers, Michal
Dajwlowski, Alexander Brett; 2nd, Mike Bull, John Bernard,
Stefanie Rohan, Paul Lamford; 3rd, Tim Gauld, Paul Martin,
Stephen Popham, John Pemberton.

Manchester
www.manchesterbridge.org.uk
IN THE Manchester Congress held in early
January the highest-placed Manchester pair
was Sam Herman & Peter Jones who came
third. The teams was won by Rodney Lighton
& John Currie, Sally Brock & Barry Myers. The Players
Progress Cup on the Saturday was won by Sue Jones & Carol
Straffon and the Kevin Comrie Cup on the Sunday was won
by Liz Downie & Margaret Kelly.
The LCBA Butler Pairs was won by Bernard & Rhona
Goldenfield on 23 Jan.
At the Chester Congress in Deva the teams was won by
Michael Newman, Ollie Burgess, Catherine Draper & Andrew
Woodcock.
Manchester B (Ollie Burgess & Rob Myers, Jason Hackett
& Adrian Kenworthy, Ed Levy & Mike Goldsmith, David
Sarabowski & Andy Green) won the Gazette Teams of Eight
on 7 Feb and will represent MCBA in the Garden Cities
Regional Final in May.
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Merseyside/Cheshire

Nottinghamshire

www.mcba.org.uk

www.bridgewebs.com/nottinghamshire

COUNTY trials – an excellent turnout of 20
pairs produced the following leading scores
1st, Peter Hall & Danny Miller +102, IMPs
2nd, Paul Holt & Peter Sumption +80 IMPs,
3rd Nigel Worthington & Martin Thorne +44 IMPs.
Chester Congress – Pairs, 1st Keith Shuttleworth & Seb
Jones, 2nd David Stevenson & Liz Commins, Consolation
Pairs, Peter Swingler& Jean Hand, Swiss Teams 1st Catherine
Draper, Andrew Woodcock, Ollie Burgess, Michael Newman,
2nd David Stevenson, Liz Commins, Tracey Capel, Boris
Ewart.

IN THE Winter Pairs, held on the second
Wednesdays monthly the leaders are Willie Crook
& Rob Sharpe.
Mixed pairs champions are Barbara Hatfield
& Phil Otteswell.
After the qualifying round the top seeds for county teams
are Auld and Crook.

Norfolk
www.bridgewebs.com/norfolk/
THERE were three events in January, starting
with the Norfolk Championship Teams – the
winners on the day were Paul Darby, Simon
Budd, Giles & Gabriel Ip. This is our qualifier
for the EBU Pachabo Cup but the winners first
have to succeed in a play off against second placed Matt
Millson, Mike Walsh and Julie & John Aspinall.
Next was the Committee Cup – nine teams of eight with
all players below the rank of Regional Master. The winners
from the Noverre Club were James Tullett, Trish Raywood,
Masuma Knevitt, David North-Graves, David & Ann Ellis,
Tony Metcalf and Paul Quinn. We are concerned that some
clubs are unable to field teams because of the entry
restrictions; the Tournament Committee is reviewing how we
can maintain both numbers of entrants and the philosophy of
the competition.
Last, the Afternoon Bridge Club hosted their Swiss Team
event with 20 teams – the winners being Roger Amey, Michael
Whiting, Matt Millson and Mike Walsh.
Our next big event is the Norfolk Congress from 1-3 Apr.
I hope as many as possible from Norfolk and beyond will
come to what has become known as a very friendly Congress.

North East
www.neba.co.uk
MANY congratulations go to the team of Anne
and Eric Bell, Chris Stenning and Jim Hodgson,
winners of the 2016 Niman Israel Cup (for mixed
teams – each player required to play a set in turn
with each of his/her three team mates). Their score of +57
IMPs just edged out Julian and Val Gibson, Martin Kane and
Nichola Cockerill-Smith (+52 IMPs) with third position
going to Patricia Tuff, Marion Curran, David Morrison and
Mike Stanbury (+34 IMPs). Very much clear winners of the
Deane Salver on 7 Feb were Steve & Georgia Ray (69.87%)
David Morrison & Patricia Tuff were 2nd with 60.58%. Close
behind were Brian Pacey & Susan Green with 59.83% tying
for third place with Brenda Osborne and Frank Springett.
Congratulations go to all successful players.
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Oxfordshire
www.oxfordshirebridge.co.uk
THE OBA County Pairs semi-final was won by
Diana Nettleton & Matthew Covill with David
Patterson & Brian Geary in 2nd place. The top 14
pairs qualified for the final which takes place on 24
Apr at the Oxford Bridge Club.
Diana Nettleton & Matthew Covill were also the winners
of the Abingdon Club’s Blue Pointed Swiss Pairs.

Somerset
www.bridgewebs.com/somerset
CONGRATULATIONS to the winners of the Coda
Cup Charity event held at various Somerset clubs
during week beginning 1 Feb. Ian Norris & David
Thrush came first with a convincing 72.58%.
Runners up Cathy May & Sheila Berringer with
68.26% and Gina & David Howard with 67.80%. Winners of
the Swiss Pairs at Woolavington Village Hall 10 Jan were Steve
Tomlinson & Chris King with 97 VPs.

Staffs and Shrops
www.staffsandshrops.org.uk
THE WINTER County Simultaneous Pairs event
was held on 26 Jan with 37½ tables from 6 clubs
taking part. The winners were Ruth Timmins &
Rob Stevenson at Eccleshall (64.36%), 2nd Paul
Cutler & Geoff Davies at Stafford (61.59%) and 3rd Arnold
Copeland & Judy Midwinter also at Eccleshall (61.13%).
The Congress, a green pointed event, is taking place at the
Park Inn at Telford again this year on 16-17 Apr. Day one will
host the Swiss Pairs and day two the Swiss Teams.
The County Championship Pairs (Bearn) is to be held at
Newcastle on 24 Apr- a new venture in two ways, firstly as a
direct entry event and, secondly, is located away from County
HQ for the benefit of those in the North of the County. The
Ladies’ & Men’s Championship Pairs are to be held at
Wolverhampton on 12 May. A Teams of Four competition is
being held at Wolverhampton on 15 May to celebrate the
outstanding contribution made by Roy Edwards to the game
of bridge.

Suffolk
www.suffolkbridge.co.uk
The top three in the Suffolk Mid-Anglia Pairs were:
1st, Peter Warren & Denis Carter 57.04 IMPs, 2nd
Anne Edwards & Phillip Edwards 53.33 IMPs, and
3rd, Graham Beeton & Rick Hanley 51.11 IMPs.
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Surrey
www.bridgewebs.com/surrey
A TEAM from Richmond won the County heat of
the Garden Cities and will represent Surrey at the
regional final in May. Winners of the Mixed Pairs
were Maurice & Joyce Grant.

Sussex
www.sccba.co.uk
Many congratulations to the following SCCBA
members – Lindsay Geddes & Philip Hunt who won
the SCCBA Mixed Pairs. In second place were Neil
Watts & Chris Jepson and in third place were George
Phillips & Janet Rumsey.
Veronica & David Strachan won the David Pavey
Trophy for players who have less than 10,000 master points.
Robert Hirst & Sue Porter were second and third were Tim &
Alison Finch.
James Bugden & Bill Nicolle (West Sussex BC) are the
confirmed winners of the Charity Simultaneous Pairs. The
runners-up were Neil Watts & Nigel Urban (West Sussex BC),
and in third place were Barbara Miles & Jean Meneely
(Worthing BC).
Philip Hunt, Matt Read, Peter Brown and Yves Lebrec won
the New Year Swiss Teams. In second place were Richard
Fedrick, Andrew Southwell, Peter Clinch, and Liz Hoskins
and in 3rd place were Gerry Stanford, Dave Franklin, Neil
Watts and Nigel Urban.

Yorkshire
www.ycba.co.uk/
Congratulations to the following in their results in
recent county and open club events. Mixed Pivot
Teams, 1st David Lewis, Roger Taylor, Pauline
Cooper and Jim Proctor, 2nd, Tom Cohen, Fiona
Brown, Hugh McGann and James Thrower.
Yorkshire Cup, 1st, Bill Holmes, Paul Below, Alan Barnett
and Richard Kempner (Leeds), 2nd, James Carpenter, Stuart
Kay, Wei Che Tham and Jason Keveskey (York).
Doncaster Swiss Pairs, 1st, Carole Kelly & Geoff Kenyon,
2nd, Mike Jackson & Philip Mason, 3rd equal, Graham Jepson
& Stuart Fletcher, and Roman Gembicki & Janusz
Adamowicz.

April 8th is the closing
date for the submission
of county reports for
the next issue of
English Bridge.
Please email
lou@ebu.co.uk
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In Memoriam
ROGER BOWLES (Worcs): Roger’s bridge career can
be traced back to the 1970s when he played in
Warwickshire with his friends Roger Flood and Pip
Whitehouse. He won the County Championship
Pairs seven times, the Goodman Cup six times and
the Warwickshire Pairs League twice. He also won
the Corwen Trophy, the national inter-county pairs
event, and was County Secretary for a number of
years.
Moving to Wales, Roger won the Welsh National
Pairs Championship and then the Perry Shield
(mid-Wales winning for the first time ever) with
John Waller. He went on to win the Webber Cup
(the Welsh Teams of Four Championship) twice
and the Welsh teams of Eight with John, Keith
Shuttleworth and Brian Nicholls. He also won the
Bearne, representing the Shrewsbury club.
Arriving in Worcestershire in 2013, Roger soon
established himself as a force within the county,
winning the Championship Pairs at his first attempt
and helping the County to qualify for the
Tollemache final for the first time in over 25 years.
He initiated a mentoring scheme to bring on
promising players – this has just very successfully
completed its pilot phase and, as it continues into
2016, will form a permanent reminder of how much
he contributed to the county’s bridge in the short
time that he lived in Worcestershire.
TONY EASTGATE (Surrey): Tony passed away on 9
Feb, aged 87. Tony was a prominent bridge player
for many decades. He was one of the few old school
bridge players left who were specialists in both
rubber and teams bridge. At rubber bridge, in
addition to his bridge skills, he was able to exercise
the courtesy and temperament necessary to succeed
in the high stakes game, which he indulged in
regularly over the years, whilst his club moved
through the transitions of being Crockfords,
Eccentric, St James and then TGRs.
In teams bridge he represented Cambridge in the
Varsity match in 1952 and continued his allegiance
in Alumni matches until very recently. In Surrey he
won the main Surrey teams event, the Lady Rose,
more than 10 times, the most recent in 2006. At
national level he won the Hubert Phillips in 1972,
the Brighton Teams in 1991, the Pachabo in 1985
www.ebu.co.uk

In Memoriam
and 2000 and the Burlington Cup in the Autumn
Congress in 1980. He also achieved notable second
places at pairs in the Autumn Congress Two Stars
Pairs in 1979 and the National Pairs in 1983.
He had many interests other than bridge. In
particular, he received international recognition as a
postal historian and was a keen follower of cricket.
DICK GREEN (Essex): The Essex Bridge Association
is sad to report the death of Richard (Dick) Green,
a long time member and current Vice President.
Dick joined the Association in 1958 and soon
made his mark at the table and on the
administrative side. With Keith Stanley, Gerard
Faulkner and Mike Hall county competitions were
won, as well as national events - The Field Cup, The
Committee Cup and an international competition
in Holland.
Dick became auditor to the EBU through the
company he worked for, and an Essex County
delegate. Eventually he became the longest serving
Essex Chairman, retiring in 2010.
NIGEL LAVILLE (Worcs): Nigel was a long standing
member of the county association for over forty
years. As a competitor he was polite and always
scrupulously fair and won all the county events for
which he was eligible, including the Championship
Teams seven times and the Championship Pairs in
two consecutive years. He also served on the
County Committee, including a term as Chairman.
PETER MOHAN (Beds): Peter Mohan’s enduring
legacy to Bedfordshire bridge was his founding
(with Ann Pillinger) of PM Bridge, a club which
offers bridge and lunch twice a month, unique in
the County.
Apart from bridge, Peter’s other addiction from
an early age was carp fishing. Born in 1930 he left
school at 16, worked on a market garden near
Chichester for three years, did his National Service
in the RAF (where he learnt bridge) and then
trained as a teacher. After schools in Oxfordshire
and Devon, he joined the British School in
Montevideo where he became Headmaster of the
Junior School.
www.ebu.co.uk

He returned to England to teach in Bristol but
gave up that career in 1970 to write. This was
supported by part-time jobs successively with the
National Anglers Council, the Avon and Bristol
Federation of Boys’ Clubs and as General Editor of
Beekay Publishers.
ALAN JEFFERY (Sussex): Worthing Bridge Club’s
President, Alan Jeffery, has died at the age of 101.
His consummate skill at the bridge table, displayed
until just a few weeks ago, reflected the fact that he
honed his game on the London high stakes rubber
bridge circuit in the 1950s, alongside running a
highly successful bookmaking business. He moved
to Worthing on retirement in 1980 and became a
qualified duplicate bridge teacher. One of his
regular partners, Ken Shillam, writes, ‘Alan was an
absolutely outstanding bridge player and even at
101 years was without doubt the best player at
Worthing. Many people have benefitted from his
series of bridge lessons and can testify on his
teaching skills and general bridge wisdom. He was
tolerant of his partner’s shortcomings and displayed
an absence of swagger or bravado about his
superior moves.’
GEOFF SWANN (Leics): It is with great sadness that
the LCBA has to announce the death of Geoff
Swann after an extended period of ill health. Geoff
was the LCBA Fixture Secretary and responsible for
the organisation of the County Teams from 1982 to
1987, during which time the First team won the
Dawes Trophy. He and his wife, Barbara, competed
regularly for the county teams and in local
competitions and they were members of winning
teams in the Leicestershire Cup and the Stanley
Trophy (Swiss Teams) events. A full obituary can be
found on the LCBA website.
JACK THOMPSON (Devon): Jack has died after a short
illness. He was a long term member of Plymouth
Bridge Club as well as serving on their committee
and was also Treasurer of Devon’s West Section. He
will be greatly missed and our thoughts and prayers
r
go to Jenny and their family.
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